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Tonight Friafr; Not "TX ffMuch Chang. In Temperature , --2S ) ) fX W I r PSJy I Y I
WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It'e So
V
VOL. XXXI! No. So EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 191 1 CITY EDITION
ARIZONA VOTING GENERAL 0R0Z0BODY SNATCHERSCOUNCIL FAVORS
IS NOW IN FULLSTEAL CORPSECONSTRUCTION
SENATOR GEVERIDGE
FOR RECIPROCITY
INDIANA INSURGENT LEADER
FIRES OPENING GUN FOR
ADMINISTRATION
TROLLEY CAR INTO
RIVER; THREE DROWN
DEFECTIVE BRAKES CAUSED
HORRIFYING ACCIDENT AT
SHEBOYGAN, WIS.
OKLAHOMA CITY IS
LEGAL STATE tAPlTAL
SUPREME COURT RENDERS
DECISION IN ITS FAVOR.
GUTHRIE TO APPEAL
ON ITS ORGANIC
LAW TODAYFROM TOMBOF SJP
RECEIVED REPORT OF CITIZENS'
COMMITTEE AT MEETING
MAUSOLEUM OF MILLIONAIRE AT GENERALLY ADMITTED THAT
RADICAL CONSTITUTION WILL
BE RATIFIED '
ERIE, PA., ROBBED BY
GHOULSLAST NIGHT
THE MAJORITY MAY BE SMALLONE CASKET IS REMOVED
Sheboygan, Wis., Feb. 9. Two
women and a child were drowned
when a street car plunged Into
the Sheboygan river from an open
drawbridge this morning. The
motorman and conductor jumped
when the car went down and swam
ashore. Defective brakes caused
the accident.
Washington, Feb. 9. The first
gun in the congressional battle
over Canadian reciprocity, was
fired in the senate today. Senator
Beveridge, the insurgent leader,
was the marksman, and he lined
up on the side of the admin-
istration. He did not make a
pretense of representing others of
the progressive republican camp.
Air. Beveridge urged the necessity
for prompt and decisive action.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Feb.
The sta,te supreme court In a de-
cision handed down today declar-
ed this city to be the permanent
capital of Oklahoma. The deci-
sion sustained the contentions of
the supporters of Oklahoma City
on every point in the capital re-
moval controversy. The adher-
ents of Guthrie will appeal to the
supreme court of the United
States.
ACTION DEFERRED A WEEK
THE PROPOSAL SUBMITTED WAS
RETREAT
REVOLUTIONARY COMMANDER
SUDDENLY ABANDONS SIEGE
OF JUAREZ
SHOWS THE WHITE FEATHER J
NEAR APPROACH OF FEDERAL
REINFORCEMENTS CAUSES HIM
TO CHANGE PLANS
RETURNS TO CASAS GRANDES
THUS IS ENDED OFFENSIVE
CAMPAIGN OF MEXICAN
IS BELIEF ,
IT CONTAINED THE REMAINS OF REPUBLICANS HOPi- - TO KEEP
VOTE FOR IT DOWN TO 60 PERSISTER OF LATE CONGRESS
MAN F. L. SCOTT
REFERRED FOR INVEST1GA--'
TION AND REPORT CENT OF THE TOTAL
ITS ULTIMATE FATE DOUBTFULDLACK HAND IS SUSPECTEDCOMES UP NEXT MONDAY
OUTRAGES UPON ITALIANS
St. Louie, Mo., Feb. 9. OutragesPOLICE MAKE HOUSE TO HOUSEAT A SPECIAL SESSION ON FEB
REPORTED PRESIDENT TAFT
WILL NOT APPROVE IT OR
. CONGRESS EITHER
perpetrated upon Italian miners atSEARCH OF NEARBY ITALIAN
VILLAGE
RUARY 13, FINAL CONSIDER
ATION IS EXPECTED
Flat River, St. Francis county, Mis
LETTER AGAIN IN LIMELIGHT
New York, Feb. 9. The famous
"sugar trust" letter of Attorney Gen-
eral WlckerBham to District Attorney
Wise, in which Wickersham .wrote
souri, which reached a climax yes-
terday when the home of RussianErie, Pa.. Feb. 9. A body, snatch
workmen was dynamited under thethat "Senator Root has sent me the f El Paso, Tex., Feb. 9. Gener- -
al Orozco was this afternoon
During the debate following the
t.tinr. f the wnort Of the ing,
thai may equal the daring grave
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb.- 9. Voting on
the ratification of Arizona's constitu-
tion, under which It Is intended Ariimpression
that they were Italians,proof of a petition signed by Bowers,
Milburn and Guthrie, in support of
Ll QDVUWitvu
Citizens' sewer committee to the
robbery that stirred the country more
than a quarter of a century ago, when f reported by American army of--zona will be admitted to the union, ispromises
to develop international
complications- - The trouble resulted
in a riot last Monday, in which one
the body of A. T. Stewart, New York's' city councl last night every alderman their contention that the statute oflimitations has run in favor of
fleers to have left his camp and
begun a retreat south toward
NEW Y. M. C. A. HEAD
At a meeting of the board of di-
rectors of the Y. M. C. A. held yes-
terday afternoon George H. Kinkel
was elected president of the associa-
tion to succeed J. H. Stearns. Mr.
Stearns held the office of president
for two terms. As chief executive he
proved valuable to the association, the
directors desired to continue Mr.
Sterns in office but pressing business
affairs made it Impossible for him to
devote the time to the Y. M. C. A.
that he felt it required. Mr. Kinkel
has been a member of the board of
directors for some time. He Is thor-
oughly acquainted with the work of
the association and is expected to
prove an excellent head for the asso
in progress throughout the territorypioneer merchant, was stolen, hasdisclosed the fact that he is anxious
today. It is general'y admitted that Casas Grandes, where GeneralMessrs. Parsons, Kisel and Barned," aroused this section.that Las Vegas be provided with came up in court yesterday for more The mausoleum of the family of f Blanco, with 300 men, Is en--
camped. General Orozco was f
the constitution will be approved, its
opponents, the republicans, hoping
modern sanitary sewer system. Not
an alderman interposed objection to
man was killed.. Consular Agent Bro-lett- i,
said he had asked Governor
Hadley for protection. He stated
that if protection was not forthcom-
ing immediately he would appeal to
publicity. Thomas B. Riley, once a the late Congressman F. L. Scott,
special agent for the interstate com not etrong enough to contest thea personal friend of the late Presianv Dortion of the Citizens' commit only to hold the affirmative vote down
merce commission and later employ dent Grover Cleveland, and who wastee's report. Several members of f way with Colonel Navarro, whois said to bo but a day's marchto sixty per cent of the total. Thethe Italian embassy at Washington.one of the leaders of the democracyed by the United States district at-
torney here, was placed on trial, opposition is based on the initiative, from Juarez, with 800 men. 4- -the council, however,
desired time to
make a careful study of the report in the house during Cleveland's first referendum and recall, which are in-- f From a high insurrecto source it
f is learned that all thought of at- -charged
with filching the letter, copy-
ing it and selling it to Hampton's CHINAMEN SNEAK included 'n the constitution.
term as president, and one of the
most prominent railroad magnates of
his time, was broken into eome time
ciation.
before voting upon its acceptance or
rejection. Several other aldermen
were equally as anxious to have the
f tacking Juarez has been aban- - t-magazine.
between Monday and yesterday and ACROSS BORDER
the body of Mrs. McCollum, Mr.report
adopted before last nights
meeting adjourned. After much argu-
ment and debate, a motion to request
ENGINE BLOWS UP
Washington is Interested
Washington, Feb. 9. Official Wash-
ington Is awaiting with no little in-
terest news of the result of the spe
Scott's sister-in-law- , taken. The casMANUFACTURERS OF
doned- - The offensive campaign
of the insurrectoa apparently
failed because of the non-arriv-
of ammunition and artillery, and
friction with Blanco and also
because Orozco's personal com- -
fmand is only 360 men. -
TWELVE CELESTIALS ARE DISket of Mrs. Scott was half way outthe Citizens' committee to meet wit a
the council for a thorough discussion PMRPROTECTED COVERED1 SECRETED IN BOXCAR AT SAN MARCIAL cial election in Arizona today to de-
cide upon the. ratification or rejection
of the niche in the wall, apparently
ready to be carried away. The foot-
prints of six men were discerned and
wagon tracks showed that the caket
KILLING JOJMPLOYES
FRIGHTFUL, ACCIDENT IN M., K.
& T, RAILWAY YARDS AT
SMITHVILLE, TEX.
of the report on Monday evening of
next week, was carried by unanim-
ous vote.
a Tin
of the constitution, framed for the newCANADIAN RECIPROCITY PACT San Marclal, N M., Feb. 9. A Vstate. If the constitution is aaopteu
When the report was v-- " dozen CilnameijJ discovered !r
a box car here yesterday by Immigra
IS NOT OPEN TO DOUBT
'
"SAYS jOB,N NORRIS by the people of Arizona, it will be
n Pio, Tex., Ft-b-. 9. There v.w
no fight between Colftnel Navarro fend
General Blanco, as rumored yesterday,
according to officials of tne provision- -
was brought into this city.
Tho police believe the body is be-
ing held for ransom and that the
ghouls alBO intended to carry away
eent to Washington immediately lor i.v..,iilo Tar li'nb. 9. Ten sboption Agents L. D. Waters and R. N. the approval ot the president and con
OUUIUT.UUp ' . I
employes of the Missouri, Kansas & ai government. The latter claim to
m I . ni 1iA1AnKAIlf vt flll- -
had been read, Alderman
6ythe moved Its adoption. Aldermat,to boom outBacharach was quick
Alderman Martinsecond.a hearty
, Mird to have the report
the bodies of the dead millionaire gress. That the maw r m uuWashington, Feb. 9. John Norris,
chairman of the paper committee of Texas railroad were torn to iraB-
- now IrZ Zl rand his wife. An Italian settlement Ames- -The chinks were riding in a carpartially filled with wood, the ship lively debates In conject of some eral Blanco, but declinein- -near the cemetery, is being carefully menu and eleven others were I ntlhliCthe American Newspaper Publishers'
association, appeared today before the. ovimined by the
coun- -
ment consigned to Las Vegas. Theysearched, dwelling by dwelling. Twomora twoo'j -
. mr for its adoption. He was will be arraigned before U. S. Comvears ago the Scott familywars and means committee of the
gress is a foregone conclusion.
The constitutional convention of
Arizona met at Phoenix, beginning
its sessions last October. After slxty--
day of spirited debate it adopted
I -
flooded with black hand letters, de-- missioner Sweet at Socorro and willhouse of representatives with facts
jured late yesterday when an engine Generai orozco and Colonel Rob;.Ko,
under repair exploded in the Smith-
-
tne jatter commanding the federal
vllle yards- - Besides the loss of life, f0rCes in Juarez, were today strensth-rallroa-
d
property valued at 2O,O00 ening their positions. General
Oroz- -
proved. The locomotive had co. who is in the hiUs opposiU
, th.
was backed up by Alderman Ray
amendment 0
nolds. Mr. Martin's
nMt'i motion, wuica probably be deported
unless they canmandlne JlO.0-00.- ' The perpetratorsand figures in support of the enact
show the necessary papers. an instrument designated by the mament, without the change of a syllable
of the wood pulp and paper provisions
f th Canadian reciprocity agree
were afterwards arrested, convicted
and are now serving long prison
sentences. '
t vldTd thT report be referred to
works, wasthTcommlttee on public jority members
as the most progres-frame- d
and by the minority
El Pa3 Bmeiter, exienueu uxa nuvshopjust been run from the repair government sol- -
t h tPBted when the explosion oc
It is supposed the Celestials sneak-
ed across the border from Mexico,
taking advantage of the disturbance
there and managed to crawl into a
car in El Paso.
thesocialistic. While eitheras the most diers Dlaced bags of sand onment. Mr. Norris said emphatically
tw was no truth In the published of these views may be exaggerated house tops of Juarez. The adobeGOTCH DEFEATS "AMERICUS"
carried by the following
Raynolds. Mar
Ayes-Hedg- cock,
and O'Bryne,tin
NaTes-Bacha-
rach. Ward nd For-
-
stories that these provisions admitted buildings of Mexico are natural fortiVtHiuQQ f'ltV. MO.. C ei). f. x ia.ua. the fact that tnethere Is no denying
Arizona constitution contains moreof, doubtful interpretation. He
curred. Henry O'Rourke, a machinist,
safety valve. Thewas attaching a
engine was blown to atoms, two
other locomotives standing near were
wrecked and the roundhouse was par-h- ii
demolished. The cause of the
UOtCn, WOHU luaiupu" " . fications and1 effective against
rifle
bullets. The houses are built exactlypressed the opinion that the agree-
-
MAGAZINE POSTAGE RATESlast night won from Gus SchoenleiniVort as . new ideas and theories of government
than even that of Oklahoma and like an Inverted strawberry box, the(Americus) in straight falls, me Washington. Feb. 9 The questionWitt such action
u ment as Its stands would De ratmeu
though the report had been
shelved by at leagt R two.third9 should the state be admitteu unaerfirst fall came after 42 minutes, 23 whether magazines with extensive ad walls projecting a few feet above the
flat roofs. Rain troughs perforating
-
-
-
to test has not been determinedopportunity expioeionanit it will givefor a period 01 iun 7 ..' majority, seconds with a half Nelson and vertising sections are paying the gov-
ernment a reasonable price for carry- - them never before affordea. the walls are flush with the roofs
and
serve excellently as loop holes for
v regular
Skewer proposition was brought up
aTain. All of the councilmen showed
the distinctive features pru- - OPTIMOAmong LUTHERAN CHURCH ATinK the periodicals through the mail3
crotch hold and the second in 20
minutes, 22 seconds with a toe hold.
While Gotch displayed much of his
championship form, his work was in-
-
TO HOLD JOINT EXERCISES
On the afternoon of February 22 at rifles.vided in the ""
Feb. ArticleeSanta Fe. N. M..was discussed today in the senateJ to hurry along any An official order against the use orcommittee on postoffices and post re o Z3 o'clock the students of the public
,i,nni and the Normal Universityaction that would
lead to sewer con-- h
motion to request lin to he roueh. This did not
en cameras was enforced against two
Americans in Juarez today. Theroads.
The discussion was in con-
nection with an amendment proposed
--n , " -of
clary; amendment icalwill eather in the assembly room of tirely please the crowd and severalstrucuou
. . ,.,, committee
-
to meet with
to the costal appropriation bill to intimes the Iowa farmer was hissedthe later 'Institution and participatefor aeveningthe council Monday
guards removed the films from tne
'
cameras and returned the cameras
with a warning.
"nb
theTn :tL of 15 Per c ; of Luthe'ran church to conduct achurohupon ion regul and Bchool at 0ptimo Mora county,rigid corporathe voters; lncorporation to extendcreased
the rate from 1 to 4 cents ain honor ot tnein a patriotic program
,,T,iversaries of the birth of Abraham nnnnn. No decision was reached andCANDIDATE WITHDRAWSthorough discussion
of tne u. --
all lbs Phases, prevailed to the
, Tte report was Presented
tion, with a provision Mra Thfi mcorporatorsthe controversy will be continued townahincton. Feb. 9. The senate inLincoln and George Washington. The
abolish "wildating;" physical vaiu-
- Ui
T.n Vesas post of the Grand Army ovntive session yesterday reconsid 'morrow. i n V.a13 Tflf rH.TP K.rH IT dill
rst thn Renublic will be present in a rCfl its action of Monday in rejecting
Government Not Worried
New York, Feb. 9. "The Mexican
government does not attach any Im-
portance to the seditious outbreaks
th Rtate of Chihuahua," said Ma
the nomination of Elmer B. Colwell tobody and present to each school
a
the judiciary, direct primaries, sum ube United States marshal for the dishandsome flag. Presentation spee.r WOLGAST HAD HARD
council by M. M. Fadge t,
committee. OtherCitizens'o the
members of the commitsee present
T. W. HaywaraPierce,were F- - H.
and D. T. Hoskins.
completely theThe report embodies
, .nmmittee's plan for
emnlovers' liability provision au.uSaL-
-
will he made and the schools win trict of ' Oregon. Reconsideration
nuel C. Cosio, minister of war andlng the fellow servant doctrine. MOTHER DIES IN GERMANY
appoint representatives to receive
the withdrawal of thewas followed by EIGHT WITH BROWN While the opponents oi tne oharles Ilfeld this morniuCgnomination, thus relieving Mr. Colwell marine in a dispatch
to the Times
today.flags.
Further details ot tne proses
otbtti will be ' announced from the etins of rejection. His was tution in Arizona have
made a war"
recelved a cablegram informing her
to prevent its 0Ptl0n" l Mrs.campaign , the deatn ot her mother,UL
LUC jioOutline iBewer construction that was publish.
several days ago.m The Ontic
which was nota recess appointmentlater. ' i IRHTWEIGHT OF KNOCKOUT
hv Senators Bourne and is generally
believed it wn oe -
ordhaUB at her home in Pader-fle-
of the voters at toby a majority Germarfy. Mrs
Goes From Prison to Front
Leavenworth, Kan., Feb. 3 Antonio
a Amnio, a Mexican editor from San
i to Induce ae many pro- -
rx. KiMr, that. Htate. Their FAME SECURES
DRAW WITH
HIGHLY TOUTED CHAMPIONrB as possible to pay cash INSURANCE ACTUARY DIES day.s electi6n. Speculation there-
-
" ; tne mother ofyen., . . opposiUon defeated his confirmation. intnnlo. Tex., was released from then,w Feb. eorge J- - Deuel! in the fate l the measurefore centers of city Mr8 II- -
federal prison here today, after servnMarv of the insurance department when it reaches Washington.
. - Germany,
for sewer construction,
-
each twenty-fiv- e feet being estimat-
ed at from 16 to $20. For the bene
Philadelphia, Feb. 9. Ad Wolgast,
. ERMK BILL REJECTED
reported on what Is regarded as i -dead In hisfoundof Colorado, was lightweight champion of the worldnenver. Feb. 9 The Cassidy bill ing two and a half years for conspir-
acy against a foreign power. Heit.- - naolii Tlr I Jil L la uuvautnonty iubi- - "-J'-"apartment this morning. Death was and "Knockout" Brown of New orK,designed to prohibit the importation tn annrove the constitutiondue to heart disease. immediately started southward, tie
had previously announced Ms Inten.trikAhreakers during
a sirineUl oi.v- - fought a
hard six round draw before
the American Athletic club in this
e.it.v last night
do not care tfit of those who
certificates will be is-
sued.
ch, sewer ofThese will cover a period
owners willPropertyeleven years.
in which to paybe given ten years
i r.t newer construction, pay- -
stands and that ne wm mas it now
sist upon the elimination of, the tal-
-viiiAfl on ita final passage, in me
tion of Joining the insurrectoa m
Mexico.,nt todav bv a vote of seventeen tiatlve, referendum ana , BBftn(nniirITAlthough the New Yorker had aKANSAS LAWMAKERS to sixteen. The bill required a ma
slight advantage in a majority of the :Z?Trwn KtAtTUKllTOlLNIjority of the total vote of the senate,no , total rounds, his blows lacked Bteam com Rebel Suspects Arrested '
Albuquerque, N. M, Feb. 9. Unitedor eighteen, to pass.DEFEATIN1TIATIVEing
uuc-ic-u
The sewer certfi- -taxes each year. element
in con- -The conservativenared with those of the champion. t. olsr. likely to put up a strong REPUBLICANS FAVOR PRESENT States Marshal q. M. Foraker lenWolast seemed unable to fathom the 6'" r Iwn COLORADO SENATOR in in the COnSUtution. dcdRPSFNTAT ON - WHILfc for the southern part of the ternioryn.niiar style of Brown and the latmil PROVIDING FOR uintui Denver. Feb. here was no elec the other hand, the progressives wiu DEMOCRATS WANT 433 this morning to take nine men toter many times landed on Wolgast'stion of United States senator toaay. welcome the chance to make a nru
cates are issued by me w
guaranteed by It.
- The Plan Proposed
.
" The report In full follows
Council of the CityHonorable- -To the
of Las Vegas, New Mexico.
L&S Cruces lor arraignment.Anil body without a return. WolLEGISLATION VOTED
DOWN
IN SENATE democrats voted irSeven platform charges of violating the neutralityfrght In tti favor, many w u I FeD. g.The house to- -gast tried all the tricks of the trade
. . V J A AE. M. Ammons. Otherwise mere laws. The men were arrested y asterngresslve leaders in the senate
u- -
to reach his opponent, lusuiug w.u
mnfrhinir to such an extent that heno material changes. ov with arms and ammunition, wnueTo Kan.. Feb. 9. The initia publicly declared their enon ; unfler the
on their way to Join the Mexican inte and referendum bill was defeated was warned by the referee on differ
., EPISCOPAL BISHOP DEAD
fight for the approval or tne Tfle repub.
tion. among the nmnberWn Sen
of Wis on In Cum 1ator, La Follette ntatlou of 391 member8
in the Kansas senate today by a vote ent occasions
whom was re-
ferred
Your committee,to
the question of enlarging the
,onInH of the city, beg leave . Brown never fought a
better batr
surgents. Another man was arrestea
at Demlngl yesterday on the same
taken to Las Crucescharge andyas
today. .
tie dur'ng his career while the show
of eighteen to twenty-one- . The re-
publican and democratic platforms
both declared for the measure and the
mlns of Iowa, Ciapp A'whQe the democrats favor an IncreaBrown of i- - -Dixon of Montana, 433
Philadelphia. Feb. 9-- Rlgbt Rev.
Oz'l W. Whltaker, bishop of the Ptj-testa-
Episcopal diocese of Pennsyl
vania, died at his home in this city
today. -
to present this preliminary report champion, especially in theing ftf Uiethe privilege oi suuuus,with land of Kansas
early rounde,.was a disappointment Brlstowadverse action of the senate was
un-
expected.(Continued; "on Page Four)
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2MOVING PICTURE GROSS, CELL Y & CO,Passing of NotoriousSanta Fe Trail
Lut. Wilcox
la
Ftold nd
Frm
ENDS INDIGESTION
IN A FEW MINUTES
Nothing will remain undigested or
sour on your stomach it you will take
a little Dlapepsin occasionally. ThW
l'IDOW OF INDIAN
WEEPS WHILE
TESTIFYING
Bandits .OF SENATOR
JEFF DAVISpowerful digestive and antlacld, though
THE ARKANSAS STATESMAN
as harmless and pleasant aa candy,
will digest and prepare for asslmlla-tio- n
into the blood all the food 70a
can eat
Eat what your stomach craves,
(Inoopormted)
WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
mud Dealer I
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS
Houses at East Las Vegas, N. M.. Albuquerque,
N. M.,
N. M., Logan. N. M..Tucumcari. N. M.. Pecos.
Trinidad, Colorado- - (
r "
BAIN WAGOHS, the Beit Fern Wagon made
Raolne-Sattle- y Oo.. Vehicle: NvJo Blanket
FEARS REPRODUCTION OF
HIS TAXI RIDE
without the slighest fear of Indiges-
tion or that you will be bothered with ' Washington, Feb. 9. A flaunting,
RARE SPECTACLE AT PRELIMIN-
ARY HEARING OF ALLEGED
ABORIGINAL MURDERER
Santa Fe, N. M, Feb. 9. With tears
streaming down her face telling plain-
ly, the terrible anguish she suffered
Saturday night as she felt her hus-
band's life was slowly ebbing away
sour risings, belching, gas on stom brazen, honking, taxicab is pursuing
Senator Jeff Davis of Arkansas withach," heartburn, aeadactes from stom
intent to run over him. Senator Jeff
has been skipping, and sprinting and
Barlow-Sanderso- n stages that it was
decided to offer a big reward to stop
the deadly hand of these two bandits.
The Maxwell land grant company,
then owned by some wealthy English
capitalists, posted a reward of $2,000
a head for James and Thomas and the
war was on to the finish. Two rather
demure gentlemen from Texas named
Jim Mclntyre and Frank Stewart
whom the writer knew very well
put on their war bonnets and struck
out. Down near Collier's soap fac-
tory seven miles from Fort Union at
the foot of the Turkey mountains
they laid in the lava rocks and soon
got their men.
The victims were shot full of holes
and we saw their miserable remains
when they were brought up to Cim-
arron. Somebody at Henry Lam-
bert's hotel took a door off its hinges
and to this the dead bodies wee tied,
when it was placed on end and then
ach, nauseau, bad breath, water brash
or a feeling like you had swallowed a
lump of lead, or other disagreeable side stepping for a week in his ef
forts to get out of the way of theon account of a bullet wound Inflict miseries. Sould you be suffering now
from any stomach dlorder you caned by Juan Cruz, the widow of Jose monster, but he cannot shake it. He
has been the sworn foe of taxlcabsget rlelf within five minute.de la Ora Garcia testified yesterday
ever since he arrived in WashingtonIf you will get from your
a 60-ce- case of Pape's Dlapep Ddiirll3G MffeMafternoon in the district court presid
Was it in 1872 or the year after-
wards that Tom Taylor and Coal-Oi- l
Johnnie scare everybody so badly with
their daring stage robberies along the
old Santa F train in northern New
Mexico? WelL it makes no material
difference as to which particular year
it was for the tale deals more espe-
cially with their finish than their ex-
ploits. Dick Turpln, Sixteen-Strin- g
Jack and Claude Duval were the
knights errant of the highway main-shi- p
in England 300 years ago but
they were not a market for real devil-
try when lined up against the record
made by our trail bandits.
They mu3t have been pretty tough
to have rattled in the way they did
the ribs of such old stage drivers as
Uncle Billy Hubble, Charley Evans,
Jim Aney, and Jim Abercromble for
they certainly had these good fellows
on the go. It was the custom of Jimmie
and Tom to stop everybody and often
In coming up to travelers on the lone-
ly camino they would ride alongside
of him for a time in the most peace-
ful manner, talking cheerfully and
seemingly In the best of humor. Then
one of them would turn suddenly to
the stranger and say: "I am tired
of your company," and in the next
Instant the poor traveler was shot
dead and left oh the prairie to feed
the coyotes.
So much booty was taken from the
and until one evil day a week ago he
never had betrayed the trust of theed over by Judge John R. McFie at sin you could always go to the table
the hearing given Juan Cruz charged people of Arkansas by riding in one, WHOLESALE DEALERSwith a hearty apetite, and your meals
would taste good because you would Whatever visions his constituentsw.''h shooting and killing Garcia.
may have had of other senators spin-
ning about Washington in these im
know there would be no Indigestion
or sleepless nights or headache or
The tragedy occurred Saturday
night near Chamita and as a result
moral vehicles, they could lay their
heads on their pillows at night in the photographed. We remember thatJuan Cruz, who like Garcia Is an In
stomach misery all the next day; and,
besides, you would not need laxatives MARKor liver pills to keep your stomach TRADE ICOserene confidence that Senator Jeffnever would bow down to the golden Taylor was an exceptionally tall manwhile Coal-O- il was the proverbialshort one and that the Texans tookdian, was bound over without bailfor action of the grand jury. He ischarged with murder and the evl-- and bowels clean and fresh. calf or compromise the state of ArkPapers Diapepsion can be obtained down their $4,000 for two days work,dence introduced yesterday is strong' ansas in any such shameless fashion.from your druggist, and contains more Theae two men remained in the counly against him and points to a deed than sufficient to thoroughly cure the
worst case of indigestion or dyspepsingularly cold blooded. try for several years thereafter
and
practically became outlaws them
But Senator Jeff hearkened to the
siren honk of the taxi on the afore-
said evil day, and rode in it from the
--ONLY EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS IN NEW MEXICO
sia. There is nothing better for gasThe hearing began at 4 p. m., the
prisoner having arrived about an selves, as is so often the case. Mclncapltol to the White House. His eneon the stomach or to cure a stomach
mies were not slow to note and chronheadache. 'hour before. The court room was
filled with Indians wearing gorgeous
tyre was subsequently killed in Texas
by Luke Short and Stewart became a
refugee but this was no more thanicle his
fall. The humming telegraphTou couldn't keep a handier or more
blankets and their long black tresses wires carried the news to Arkansas,useful article in the house. was to be expected.done up in the latest Indian coiffures, with the added detail that as Senator
SIX-COMP- LETE DEPARTMENTS SIX
DryGoodi Groceries, Hardware, Implements, Stoves, Vehicles
' HAIL ORDERS 'SSSST'
USES-3
LAS VEGAS, ALBUQUERQUE, SANTA ROSA
Jeff honked down Pennsylvania aveine governor, assistant governor
and other prominent Indians of the
San Juan Pueblo to which both Cruz
nue in his subsidized car he passedPRINCE TATEM IS BEAVER DAM FORSenator Aldrich and Senator Penrose,
walking. Aldrich and Penrose walkHUN OUT OF TOWN LAS VEGAS ASSURED
.
and the murdered man belonged, were
present, their stoic countenances not
changed by the slightest twitching of
ing to the White House and Senator
NEW TEXT BOOKS
WILL COST $100,000
CONTRACTS RECENTLY LET BY
TERRITORIAL BOARD OF
EDUCATION EXPENSIVE
Jeff of Arkansas riding in a taxicab?
Even so, said the news dispatches, leta muscle as the gruesome testimony 2383SANTA FE DIDN'T TAKE TO "HIS
was given. Arkansas ponder the fact.
But the sight of the murdered In Arkansas did ponder it, and pres"ROYAL. HIGHNESS," FORCING
HIM TO LEAVEdian's widow on the witness stand ently Senator Jeff began to get let
was a spectacle rarely if ever seen in ters from home, demanding to know
a court room anywhere. She had tak how about it. Had he gone over toSanta Fe, N. M., Feb. 9. "His
en her seat with the same impassive the interests? Had he become so allRoyal Highness," Prince Tatem,
look that others of her tribe wear.
SUPREME ORGANIZER E. B. HOCK-ADA-
ALREADY HAS LARGE
CHARTER LIST
Las Vegas is to have a dam of the
Independent Order of Beavers, an or-
ganization which originated from an
exclusive social club of Birmingham,
Ala., eight years ago, and which is
now spreading from the southland to
all parts of the United States.
The Beavers is not a sectional or
religious order. It is strictly a social,
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 9 It is es-
timated that the contracts for text
books let for the next four years will
mean the expenditure of some $100,- -
fired high toned in the effete atmossaid to be a clairvoyant or "discern-e- r
of objects in a mesmeric stateBut when she described her hus phere of Wahsington that a street
car wasn't good enough for him. Ifband's last hours on earth; how she
had assisted in lifting his body pierced
which are not present to the
senses," has been requested by May he could ride down Main street in
00O for the entire four year period
or from $20,000 to $30,000 a year.by a bullet from the wound of which Little Rock beside the driver of theor Seligman to change nis royai
flowed blood; how she had placed it But with the purchase of many booksit must be remembered that a cleverdepot bus what was the reason heresidence in Santa Fe for oneIn the wagon in which they had driv couldn't do it in Washington?
exchange system is interwoven soSenator Jeff hastened to explainThe request was due, to the alleged that a child can turn in an old prim
en to Chamita; how she held one arm
around the dying man and placed the
hand of the other arm close to his
He wrote a letter which was printed
in all the Arkansas papers telling just er and get a new one at an expense
Jo.,, nsure Prompt Service
Order from Optic Pub-
lishing Company and
you will get WHAT
you want WHEN you
want it.
Service is what counts.
OPTIC PILISIC COMPANY
violation by the prince of a city ord-
inance which says that a license
must be had for doing business in
fraternal, benevolent, twen-
tieth century order, whoso chief feat-
ure is handsomely furnished club
rooms in every city where an order
exists. Its social side is perhaps the
most distinctive.
how it happened. It was a cold win of ten cents'; or turn in the old arith-
metic and buy thcnew one installed
with the payment of 21 cents addi
mouth to discover if he still breathed
and how she fell the breathing grow
fainter and fainter until finally Gar
try morning, he said. Important busithe city of Santa Fe. Despite his
ness called him to the White House.clairvoyant powers the prince, who it
cia was nq more; Indian as she was, Leaving his watchful post in the senIs ' said, has declared that he has Supreme Organizer E. B. Hockaday
ate after 'ixing things so they couldn'tbeen a minister of the gospel and
tional, although the new arithmetic
is listed at 50 cents each. The low
price of the primer will doubtless
prove pleasing to parents who know
put anything over on Arkansas while
he was gone, he hastened forth. He
who has been In the city several
days, today announced ihat he had
already 'secured a large charter list
and that the dam here would be in
therefore is exempt from tax, could
not see the necessity of complying
with any such law and he therefore
was ushered into the presence of Jus
that many children can use up their
primer, which is their first book to
took a taxi. He admitted it. A taxi,
he said, is not as expensive as it
sounds. Everybody used 'em in Wash-
ington, just as everybody used the
stalled within a week or ten days
The charter members will Include
many of the most prominent business
take care or to abuse, in a few
weeks. Some children manage totice
Jose Maria Garcia. When he was
ushered out, he had $5 and costs to uee up" a primer once a month, it and professional men in Las Vegas.pay. depot bus in Little Rock. For- - two
bits one could ride until seasick.Prince Tatem had been in Las Ve is stated by a well known educa-tor. The price of geographies IsMoreover, there was no other congas, and it is said, that tne account also of interest. According to the newveyance handy at the moment, and it
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.
S3 8?contract these will be purchasable Inwas important that he see the presi
etolo as she had been taught to be,
with the Wood of stoics in her veins,
her womanhood asserted itself and
she broke down completely. A wave
of sympathy went over the court
room, and judge, officials and law-
yers paused for a moment or two in
order to regain their own composure
thus disturbed by such an unusual
'spectacle.
The district attorney represented
the territory and the United States
attorney for the Pueblo Indians, ap-
peared for Cruz at the hearing, but
he will not necessarily be called upon
to defend Cruz, as the United States
attorney does not represent Indians
In criminal cases. Cruz practically
offered no defense, save perhapB that
he believed he was a special policeman
' to enforce the law against bringing
"whisky Into a reservation.
The testimony of Garcia's widow
and an Indian couple who had accom
dent and hurry back to .keep his eye
on the senate.
70 places In the territory at $1.15
each and can be procured at any
place with a postofflce at that price
of the prince given by the Las Ve-
gas authorites is not bo flattering
that the mayor is likely to change
his mind about Santa Fe being the
proper place for Tatem to tote
around excuses for violating the city
ordinances. Mayor Seligman has
Retail Prices:- -With this explanation Senator Jeff
hoped he had heard the last of that prepaid by mail. Heretofore this geog-
raphy has been selling at from $1.25taxicab. Vain illusion! The taxicab
to $1.65, according to the attitude of
prices that obtained.been known
to express disgust at
2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 1M lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
50 lbs., to 200 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
, Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 60c per 100 lbs.
will not down, and is again on his
trail. The other day Senator Jeff
sailed into Senator Depew for oppos
citizens usurping kingly and imper-- l
ial powers or being "above the law."
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treat,
ment by the agreeable, aromatic Ely'sCream Balm. It is received through the
nostrils and clennses ami heals the whole
surface over which it diffuses itself. Drug-
gists S11 the 60c. size. Test it and you
are sure to contiuue the treatment till re-
lieved.
Announcement.
To accommodate luose who are partial
to the use of atomizers in applying liquids
into the nasal passages for catarrhal trou-
ble, the proprietors prepare Cream Balm in
liquid form, which will be known as Ely's
Liquid Cream Balm. Price including the
spraying tube is 75 cents. Druggists or by
mail. The liquid form embodies the med-
icinal properties of the solid preparation.
A piece of flannel dampened witoTo find out whether Prince Tatem Chamberlain's Liniment and bound oning the election of senators by popu-lar vote, and made some remarks
about Depew and royalty that he
was dealing out Christianity gratis AGUA PURA COIWPAMY
to the affected parts is superior to
any plaster. When troubled with
lame back or pains in the side or chest
give It a trial and you are certain to
or was really charging fees for his
alleged clairvoyant powers, Marshal Harvesters. Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice. the nurtty aidpanied her and her husband to Cha-- . 'I NiV Sana aonr lnm a n Patifnn.
thought would make good reading in
Arkansas. And so it would if it had
ended there and there had been no be more than pleased with the prompt Office 791"s uiwu utc maae lab Vegas famousDouglas Avenue.mita told certain details of the trage-- 1 7"gos with a silver dollar around tody. The evidence showed that thel relief which it affords. Sold by alldruggists.ni&uuii iu un lur it seance.and his Iquartette including Garcia 'Jcome back." But see how a naughtydeed shines in a wicked world.
Somebody went to Senator Jeff and
rne marsnai says tne .ranee told
told him Depew was going to drag
the policeman that the fee for his
information would be $5. The police
man paid $1 down, got some alleged that taxicab story into the light
again and was going to print it in the
wife had gone in a wagon to Chamita
and had brought a phonograph to the
nouse and store of one Trujillo. It
appears that Trujillo had a little sa-
loon back of the store. The
firaph would not "play" properly,
however, as the horn had not been
brought with It. From the testimony
information about his domestic af-
fairs, and was to return with the record with a picture "howing Sen-
ator Jeff lolling back in the vehicle i'Zt I
with a silk hat on, smoking a cigar
$4 and get more. But instead of be-
ing the recipient of information, the
policeman gave the prince some
about $12.75 worth. Marshal Sera
and airly waving his hand to Aldrich
and Penrose, plodding wearily along
as he bowled past them. Depew, It
Garcia was not seen to come out of
the store. The other three, of his
party got into the .wagon and Cruz
soon accosted them. It appears that
managed to get his silver dollar back,
it is said- - was said, was going to mall a million
copies to Arkansas at his own ex
pense.when Cruz saw a person walking
SHE WAS SMOTHERING And now, it is said, Senator Jeffahead of the wagon, he followed onhorseback. The three Indians fol-
lowed along in their wagon. Sudden
Rockford, Ala. Mrs. M. C. Paschal,
of this place, says: "I was taken
Is making anxious inquiries of the
committee on printing If It Is true
that pictures are allowed to be runly they heard a noise, the stillness of
Cravenette Hats are fovorites withMALLORY men whoa pride in their personal ap-
pearance. They look well, for they are fashioned in
the newest and most stylish" shapes, are made of the best hat
material by stilled workmen, and are rendered water proof by thefamous craveneting process.
with nervous prostration, and had
headache, backache, pains In my in the record.the night making sounds morehie. They saw a scuffle and Cruz ap-
peared to be bending over the pros
right side, and smothering spells.
called in physicians to treat my case, How's This?trate figure of a man. The three but without relief. Finally, I tried That is why Mallory Cravenette hats not only look well when vou buv thm w i, ... .We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-ward for any case of Catarrh thatCardul, and It gave perfect satisfac do not - spot fromtion. I recommend it to every sick cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh rain drops nor run in the wetting of a downpour; and they do not fade and look shabby from su r hi W&t Theyious and the most economical by their double qualities of look well and wear well y Please the most fastid- -Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.woman." Are you weak, tired worn--
we,. the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions ' and financially
new line for Spring has been received and includes
an excellent variety of the popular Telescope models.
Also all other new, desirable models, in black or colors. and in the newest hxJLlt l materialsable to carry out any obligations made
out? Do you suffer from any of the
pains peculiar to 'weak women? Car-
dul has a record of over fifty years
in relieving such troubles, and will
certainly benefit you. It prevents
those frequent headaches, and keeps
you up, out of bed, feeling fresh and
happy." Try Cardul.
alighted from the wagon and ran to
the scene of the scuffle. The two
men had arisen, however, and faced
each other. Then, according to the
testimony of Garcia's widow, Cruz
quietly and calmly drew a pistol out
of one of his pockets and shot Gar-
cia, who it appears, had no weapon.
Garcia was lifted into the wagon,
and was driven to the nearest house
where he died. Feeling ran high
against .Cruz and there was talk of
lynching him, it was stated. He was
arrester by the sheriff and now is In
the penitentiary for safe keeping.
'"cmaiorynatCo., for young menANY MODEL 53.5D This line isby his firm.WALKING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter
2.50 EACH not Cravenetted
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system. Ml Y J lilWMallory Hatsare for
Men Who Care
Testimonia.ls sent free. Price 75c per
bottle. Sold by all druEsists.
Mallory Hata
Meant Style, Qual-
ity and Satis facts m
mm w mmm AM .A hero is a man who will denyborn leader can't find a follower. Take Hall's Family Pills for consti " IMULWHED 186?pation.
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In consequence been, greatly reduced, POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY MEETSA NEB POSITION
FEBRUARY IS A
MONTH OF MUCH
Tampa, Fla., Feb. 9. Members ol
the American' Pomological Society,
the oldest association of fruit grow-
ers in the United States,' assembled
In Tampa today for the thirty-secon- d
biennial meeting of the society. Be-
ginning with a welcome session to-
night, the convention will continue
until th end of tin week. The pro
gram provides for the discussion of
a wide rang of subjects, including
systematic pomology, nut culture,
breeding questions, control of orchard
enemies, fruit transportation and
storage problems, the raising of
tropical and fruits, pro
gress In fruit growing, and orchard
management. The society is holding
an exhibition in connection with its
meeting, and medals for new varie
ties of fruit will be given to the sue
cessful exhibitors.
GIANT GRAPPLERS TO MEET
New York, Feb. 9. The Hacken
schmldt-Zbyszk- o wrestling match In
Madison Square Garden tonight has
aroused a lively interest In sporting
circles here. The meeting of these
two giant mat artists is the culmina-
tion' of months of negotiations, chal-
lenges and counter-challenge- Each
of the big wrestlers has a host of
loyal followers and it Is expected
a large amount of money will change
hands on the result of the contest
iTha articles of agreement provide
for a handicap match. Hackenschmidt
undertaking to put th shoulders of
the giant Pole to the mat twice with-
in an hour and a half. The winner
of the contest will undoubtedly en-
deavor to, get on a match with Frank
Gotch for th world's championship
title.
TRADE
Washington, Feb. 9- - The Pan--
American Union, formerly known as
the Bureau of American Republics,
is rapidly completing all arrange-
ments for the Commer-
cial Congress, which is to be held
her next week. The purpose of the
conference, as announced by Its pro-
moters, is to awaken th commercial
organizations, business men and gen-
eral public of both North and South
America to an appreciation of the
possibilities of com-
merce and the necessity of getting
ready for the commercial changes
which will be brought about by the
opening of the Panama canal. The
conference will be unique in that no
platform or resolutions of a contro-- '
verslal nature will be considered.
FISH AND GAME PROTECTION
Montreal, Que., Feb. 9. With Sir
isomer Gouin presiding and delegates
in attendance from many parts of
Canada and the United States, the
North American Fish and Game Pro-
tective association began its annual
convention in this city today. As its
name implies, the association has for
its object the passage of legislation
and the adoption of other measures
for the better protection of fish and
game in America. The meeting will
continue two days and will be ad-
dressed by Cy Warman, Dr. Horna-da- y,
of the New York Zoo, President
IDutcher of th Associated Audubon
Societies of America, and other
men of prominence.
Pneumonia Follows a Cold
But never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar, which checks the
cough and expels the cold. M. Stock-wel- l,
Hannibal, Mo., says, "It beats all
th remedies I ever used. I contract-
ed a bad cold and cough and was
threatened with pneumonia. One bot-
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar com-
pletely cured me." No opiates, Just
a reliable household medicine. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
MOONLIGHT
VENUS, JUPITER AND OTHER
BRILLIANT STARS EASILY
DISCERNIBLE
Th brilliant star seen low in the
west after Bunset, as soon as it is
dark enough, is th planet Venus. It
will become more conspicuous as the
month advances, for two reasons; it
is actually getting nearer th earth
and it is apparently getting farther
from th sun In th sky and therefore
Is seen longer after sunset. On Febru-
ary 28 th planet sets at 7:26. The
brilliant star which rises In the east
after midnight is the planet Jupiter
As It rises four minutes earlier each
night than the night preceding it will
before many weeks rise at more con-
venient times for observation. It la-
in the constellation Libra, moving
very slowly among the stars of that
group as it is approaching its station-
ary point.
The brightest star visible is in the
southeast. It is not a planet,' but the
Dog Star Sirlus, the brightest but not
the nearest of the stars. It is a sun,
like our sun, shining with its own
light, and Is much th more brilliant
of the two, probably forty times as
bright. Were the earth a planet re
volving Sirlus our Bun would appear
of about the same brilliancy as
the pole star appears to us.
The planet Saturn is still under ob-
servation in the evening sky, and it
i'3 in the southwest from the begin-
ning of the night until it sets. The
rings are inclined 16 degrees to our
line of sight. Th planet Mercury
could be seen In the morning before
sunrise, th first week of the month,
it rose nearly an hour and a half be
fore th sun. Observers who looked in
above th point
where the sun is to riae could see
th planet between 6 and 6:15 o'clock
It Is a little more than one-ha- lf its
greatest brilliancy, but should be
readily distinguished if th sky ia
cloudless. Mars is moving among
the stars 'of Sagittarius. Neptune is
In Gemini, in good position for obser-
vation. Uranus cannot be seen this
month. It rises in the early dawn.
Moonlit nights are those following
the date of the first quarter. Full
moon com9s on the 13th and Inst
quarter on th 20th. Th winter con-
stellations are at their best in Feb
ruary. Th groups in the south and
east contain some of the brightest
star in th heavens with many only
slightly inferior In brilliancy. Orion
and Canls Major in the south, Taurus,
and Gemini nearer th point over-
head, Perseus and Auriga in the
northwest and Leo in the east are
the most conspicuous groups.
EVERY MONTH NEAR DEATH
Foster, Ark. Mrs. Fannie Ellis, of
Foster, says: "I was Bick for seven
years, and half th time could not
stand on my feet Every month, I
was very near death. I tried Cardul,
and in two months, I was cured, and
am now stout and healthy. My
friends all ask me now what cured
me. My looks are a testimonial io
Cardul." No matter how serious or
long-standin-g the trouble, Cardul will
kelp you. It is a mild, vegetable,
tonic remedy, especially adapted to
relieve and cure the common woman-
ly ailments. It relieves womanly
pains and restores womanly strength.
Try Cardui.
iiuiig social and moral unes. besides
tnese, a whole host oi outers, in the
social settlements and
.playgrounds,
were touewng the lives of boys for
the purpose of making better men.
las idea that underlay the work of
all these men was the same, but
they differed widely in the concep-
tion of the idea and the method of
its production.
Lieutenant General Sir Robert a
S. Baden-Powel- L K. C B., stirred by
the sight of forty-si- per cent of all
the boys in England coming to ma-
turity without any adequate knowledge
of any useful occupation, was led
to make a synthesis of all th meth-
ods that were already in the field,
and to tie tnem up to community de-
velopment by an appeal for service
in the growing boy. In brief, then,
the Boy Scout Movement ia a crys
tallization of American ideals.
Th meeting will be attended by
many prominent professional men,
financiers, preachers, philanthropists
and business men. Among those who
will attend are U. S. Senator-elec- t T.
C. Du Pont, Jas. R. Garfield, Nicholas
Longworth, Judge Ben B. LIndsey,
the Rev. Charles H. Parkhurst, of
New York; Mortimer L. Schlff, bank
er; John Wanamaker, merchant; Er-
nest P. Blcknell, director of the
American Red Cross Society; Hon.
Charles J. Bonaparte, William
.
H.
Gay, S. R. Guggenheim, Luther H.
Gullck, M. D., Lee F. Hammer, Prof.
Jeremiah W. Jenks, David Starr Jor-
dan, Judge Henry K. Klamroth, Hon.
Gifford Pinchot Perry E. Powell, G.
D. Pratt, Frank Presbrey, Jacob A.
Riis, E- - M. Robinson, Colonel Theo-
dore Roosevelt, Lortllard Spencer Jr.,
Admiral George (Dewey and Major
General Leonard Wood.
Preston G. Onwlg, field secretary' of
teh Boy Scouts of America, who has
traveled in various parts of the coun
try, aiding In the organization of
patrols and troops of Boy Scouts,
writes thus about the development of
the movement In this country:
"Since the opening of national
headquarters of the Boy Scouts of
America on the 12th of June, 1910, the
movement has spread with wonderful
rapidity. Today, there are 4,000 Scout
Masters actively x at work in every
state in the Union, more than 2,000
of whom have already registered at
the nat'onal headauarters. Porto
Rico and the Philippine Islands have
both set up exceptionally strong
pieces of work. A scout commission
er for the Panama Canal Zone have
appointed last week, which will mean
the organization of the sons of the
men who are building the Panama
canal.
"It is estimated there are at pres
ent 300,000 bor scouts in the country,
Patrols of troops have been 3et up In
practically every organization dealing
with boy life such as churches, Sun
day -- schools, Young Men's Christian
Associations, boys' clubs, playgrounda,
Young Men's Hebrew Associations and
Young Men's Catholic Associations,
The fact that it is not opposed to ex-
isting organizations does much to-
wards securing the of the
leaders of boy throughout the coun-
try.
"While the growth has been taken
to insure .the permanency of the work
by Insisting on the highest type of
leaders and adult supervision. The
men who act as scout masters, must
furnish the strongest kind of refer-
ences before they are permitted to
organize their boys and be recognized
by national headquarters.
"Another Important point which
men in the local fields seem to grasp
at first hand is the fact that courses
of training should be prepared for
the scout masters so as to better ac
quaint the men who are dealing with
the scouts with the many phases of
boy life, and to fit them for handling
the boys rightly. As a consequence,
schools for scout masters are being
set up by local councils all over the
country and if one were privileged to
look into the many centers ' where
such organizations exist they would
see a most inspiring sight in the way
of viewing hundreds of men making
an intelligent study of boyhood with
an Idea 6f fitting themselves for right-
ly touching the lives of the boys un-
der them."
ILLINOIS Y. M. C. Ai
Freeport, 111., Feb. 9. Delegations
representing the branches of the
Young Men's Christian Association
throughout Illinois, met here today
for their annual state convention.
The gathering is to last four days,
closing on Saturday with a farewell
service at which addresses will be
given by noted speakers from several
states. The gathering will have a
general theme, "The Conservation of
Young Manhood," around which most
of the speakers have been Instructed
to make their remarks. Prominent
among those on the program are
Bishop Anderson of Chicago, Dr. J.
C. Acheson, president of Caldwell
College, and Charles P.' Towson and
Dr. Charles J. Fisher, both members
of the International committee.
PRESIDENT TAFT
VILL ADDRESS
BOY SCOUTS
FIRST ANNUAL MEETING CON- -
VENES IN WASHINGTON FEB-
RUARY 14 AND 15
Washington, Feb. 9. The first an-
nual meeting of the members of the
national council of the Boy Scouts
of America will be held in Washing-
ton on next Tuesday and Wednesday.
It will gather together the leaders
of the movement from various parts
of the country to report on the growth
of the organization, the work accom-
plished in the last year and to make
plans for the next year. The coun-
cil will be received at 2:30 p. m.,
In the East room of the White House
by President Taft, who Is honorary
president of the organization and
member of the council. The presi-
dent who has watched with keen in-
terest the growth of the Boy Scout
movement,' will deliver an address to
the members of the council concern-
ing the aims of the movement and
will open up Questions for discus-
sion. He expects at the reception
to have a general discussion of the
affairs of the organization because he
wishes to keep Informed concerning
the growth and the future plans of
the organization.
The meeting in Washington, pract-
ically under the auspices of the presi-
dent, will prove of prime interest to
the boys throughout the country and
to men of various professions and
business who are working for the de-
velopment of good citizens. President
Taft's speech and the reports of the
council will tell of the remarkable
growth of the Boy Scouts of America
In less than a year. More than 300,-00- 0
boys have been organized into
troops under scout masters since last
March and thousands more are seek-
ing scout masters. No other boys'
organization ever appealed to so many
phases of a boy's life and at the same
time unconsciously developed his
character and the spirit of service
to his fellow man and to his country.
The gathering, secondly, promises
to show in a more convincing way
than actual members that the Boy
Scout movement has been needed In
this country and is doing a tremend-
ous good in providing healthy enjoy-
ment for boys, teaching them self-relian-
and service, and training them
morally. The leaders of the move
ment will summarize reports already
made to the national headquarters,
showing that the methods of training
Boy Scouts have appealed to the
boy's spirit of fun and to his sense
of honor; that the movement already
has been so developed that It suits
the American boy despite the fact
that the general plan was adapted
from General Sir Robert iS. S. Baden
Powell, founder of the English Boy
Scouts.
The meeting will- give the final
touch to the "Americanization" of
the boy scout movement that has
been going on for more than a year,
This process has been gradual but
the reports to be read in the meeting
will show that the movement is be
coming distinctively American. When
the American organization was start-
ed the enthusiasm among the boys
was greater than was anticipated and
there was such a demand for a hand-
book that General Sir Robert Baden-Powell- 's
book was adopted as the
model for the American manual. Ex-
perience has shown that this manual
can be changed slightly in accord-
ance with the growth of the organi-
zation and be made distinctively
American.
The idea which underlies the Boy
Scouts is not one which" originated
with any one man or set of men.
For years men have been working
with boys some in one way and
some in another. Ernest Thompson-Seton- ,
the naturalist, worked with
boys along the lines of woodcraft
and Indian life. Dan Beard, the Il-
lustrator and well-know- n author of
boys' books, simultaneously with Er-
nest Thompson-Seton- , was working
with boys along the lines of pioneer-
ing, handicraft and out-do- life- - By-
ron W. Forbush, Ph. D., was also
dealing with boys along the lines of
hero worship and In imitation of the
knightly life that centered around the
Round Table of King Arthur. In the
Young Men's Christian Association,
Edgar M. Robinson was standing for
the four-fol- d development of the boy
and for the boy's education for the
duties of life and citizenship. Thomas
Chew, the president of the Federated
Boys' Clubs and the superintendent
of the Fall River Boys club, was
working with a large number of boys
COMMON SENSE
IN SELECTING
VALENTINES
LET .YOUR MISSIVES BESPEAK
FRIENDSHIP RATHER THAN
SILLY, SENTIMENT
The man who is looking for some-
thing to send the lady of his heart
on St. Valentine's day may welcome
a few suggestions. Of course, there
are always cards and the convention
al bunches of violets, but the ardent
lover will look for something so dis
tinctive for the lady of his heart that
she shall single him out from among
the other men who favor her.
A boy who, having worshipped a
little neighbor across the way from
tiny girlhood, sent to her on her
seventeenth birthday a bunch of vio-
lets backed by a half dozen Ameri-
can Beauties. The verse that went
with it was an echo of their child-
hood days:
Roses are red and violets blue,
These are sweet and so are you.
She laughed over the verse and
liked him better because he had
chosen no more elaborate ryhme.
Another boy selected a quaint pa-
per knife and on his card quoted the
doggerel:
If you love me as I love you,
No knife shall cut our love in two-The-
as an apendix he added:
"Please" return a penny," for he
knew her pet superstition that any
sharp article given as present
might divide a friendship.
There are many dainty books which
breathe sentiment and are especial
ly appropriate for the day of the
good saint. '
If one does not wish to purchase
the modern poetry, which may have
only a fleeting value, there are the
collections of old English lyrics which
'
are charming, and which, with a
card on which there are "darts" and
"hearts," will give supreme satisfac-
tion.
For th girl who plays bridge or
five hundred, a pack of cards with
the queen of hearts placed on top
and an accompanying message
which says "To the Queen of
Hearts," will have the value of
uniqueness.
The old custom of sending a val-
entine without the name of the
giver seems to have lapsed. Today
a man's card goes with the book or
candy or flowers, yet some rather like
the air of mystery which used to
hang over the valentines which
came to them, and a tactful and re
sourceful man will find ways of let
ting his lady know that be has re-
membered her without tagging' his
name to his sentimental souvenirs.
The girl who wishes to send a val
entine to a man must be more cir-
cumspect. She cannot indulge too
much in sentimentality. Some quaint
conceit or pretty card should be the
extent of her generosity.
If she can give a humorous twist
to a verse, she will strike a man's
fancy more than if she indulges too
much in "blisses" and "kisses."
Last year a bit of rhyme went the
rounds and was used by a clever lit
tle friend who had lived three months
in a fashionable - boarding house
with a man who soon was to go far
away. She liked him and knew that
lie liked her. She found a card on
which one little violet was painted.
Beneath this, she wrote:
I send you a violet
In token that, I'm glad we met
And hope that we already yet
May once again together get
It pleased the man mightily. There
was nothing in it which could be
silly, yet it conveyed a sense of the
girl's good friendship. All 'of the
shops have similar pleasant verses
on dainty post cards. It is best to
Choose these and avoid the sickly
sentimental.
IS YOUR SKIN ON FIRE?
Does it seem to you that you can't
stand another minute of that awful
burning Itch?
That It MUST be cooled?
That you MUST have relief?
Get a mixture of Oil of Winter- -
green, Thymol, and other soothing in-
gredients as compounded only in D.
D. D. Prescription.
The very first drops STOP that aw
ful burning instantly!
Th first drops soothe and heal.
D. D. D. gives you comfort
cleanses the skin of all Impurities and
waah.es away pimples and blotches
over night!
Take our word on it as your local
druggist
Get a $1.00 or a 25 cent bottle to
day.
K. D. Goodall.
UQ was steadily declining. To en-
able overgrazed areas to recuperate,
and to prevent the extension of over-
grazed conditions to new areas, the
amount of stock to be allowed on the
forests was everywhere carefully pre-
scribed. The results were then ob-
served, and If it appeared that there
as still over-us- e of the range, the
numbers permitted were cut down
till further. On the other hand,
where recuperation has taken placethe allowance of stock has been cor-
respondingly increased.
The proposal to appoint specialists
who are both thoroughly trained bot-
anists and men of practical expert
ence in range matters indicates rec-
ognition of the fact that to attain
the highest point of range productiv-
ity the best scientific knowledge mustbe applied to the study of the prob
lems of forage production and utlllza
tlon. As Btock graze on the range.
me effect on the different kinds of
vegetation differs both with Its palat
ability or unpalatablllty and with its
capacity to produce seed, its time of
seeding, iu resistance to trampling,
its manner of growth, . and many
other elements.
What is aimed at now is nothing
less than to find out all the things
on which depend the production of
the largest amount of beef, mutton,
wool and hides on a given area. This
Involves learning how both to re
strict and to time the grazing so as
not to interfere with tfte reproduc
tion of the most valuable elements
in the forage crop, how to prevent
unnecessary loss to feed through
trampling and In other ways, how to
exterminate poisonous plants from
the range, how to prevent the loss
of forage which results from the mul-
tiplication of prairie dogs and goph-
ers, whether it is practicable to in-
troduce hew forage plants by direct
seeding, and many other matters. It
is to look into such matters that the
grazing examiners are to be appoint
ed.
Besides seeking to bring about the
recuperation of depleted ranges, the
reduction of waste, and the develop-
ment of all range to what may be
termed an artificial state of produc-
tiveness through control of reproduc
tion, accompanied, it is hoped, by the
introduction of new forage plants, the
studies planned will aim also at in
creasing the area of range available.
There is much natural grazing land
in the national forests which cannot
be put to use, either because the
country is too rough for stock to be
driven in, because shipping facilities
are lacking, or because of a lack
of water. The construction of pro-
perly located roads and driveways
and the development . of water
through the building of reservoirs or
the driving of artesian wells are a
part of the general scheme of perm-
anent Improvements planned for the
national forests. To furnish the basis
for comprehensive development of
the grazing resources the range will
be studied in detail, classified ac-
cording to the type of vegetation
found, and mapped by "forties." The
observations made will include notes
for each forty acres under the sur-
face, soil, character and density of
vegetation, evidence of overgrazing
or under-ue- e, presence of poisonous
plants, damage by range-destroyin- g
animals, water facilities, and access-
ibility. With such data In hand it
will be possible to bring about much
more Intelligent and intensive use of
the National Forest range.
COLUMBUS AWAITS TAFT
Columbus, O., Feb. 9. Arrange-
ments are complete for the reception
of President Taft, who will visit this
city tomorrow to deliver an address
at the National Corn Exposition. Iu
accordance .with the expressed wish
of the president his visit will be at-
tended by no elaborate features of
entertainment His special train is
due to arrive at 1:45 p. m. He will
be received by the officials of the ex-
position and a reception committee
of citizens, who will escort him from
the Union Station to the Ohio fair
grounds, where he is to deliver his
address. Following his address the
president will be taken on an auto-
mobile ride about the city. He will
dine at his hotel and leave the city
about 10 p. m., for Springfield, Ills-- ,
where he Is to speak at the Lincoln
anniversary banquet Saturday even-
ing. '
MANITOBA LEGISLATURE
""Winnipeg, Man., Feb. 9. The Mani-
toba legislature assembled today.
The occasion was marked with the
usual ceremonial. ..The session pro-
mises to be one of considerable im-
portance. The question of reciprocity
probably will receive attention, as
well as measures dealing with the In-
itiative and referendum, government
ownership, the extension of the
boundaries of the province and other
matters of public Interest
IN THE FOREST
SERVICE
GRAZING EXAMINERS TO BE AP
POINTED AT ANNUAL
SALARY OF $1,200
Washington, Feb. 9. A new gov- -
rnment position Is disclosed by the
announcement by the United States
citu service commission of an exam
lnatlon which will be held February
23 and 24 to find three grazing ex
aminers ror the Forest Service. The
positions will pay a salary of i0O
a year at entrance.
ml. -
announcement specifies that
the applicants must be men, at least
w years old, and possessed of atleast one season's experience in the
iV a h J 1 1 miuuuu5 oi range stock, together
with at least one year of technical
training in specified botanical stud
i les.
The establishment of this position
is in line with the objects which the
department of agriculture has always
,1. - A f . . .,iu view m 11a management of
grazing on the national forests, it
ia not merely seeking to prevent cat
tle and sheep from doing damage to
forest growth and watershed condi-
tions, as they graze on the herbage
which is yearly produced in the open
forests ; parks, and jhlgh mountain
meadowsi within the national forests
ange-re- a stock are a matter of de
cided importance to the American
people In these days of rising prices
for food products and diminishing
supplies, in proportion to population,
or livestock; and therefore Secretary
Wilson intends that every acre of na-
tional forest range shall be made to
produce as much forage as it is cap
able of doing, consistently with the
carrying out of the other purposes for
which the national forests are main-
tained.
Ever since the forest service took
over the management of the National
forests, it has been studying the
range problem along with its regu-
lation of grazing. In the beginning
it was confronted with the fact that
a very large part of the range had
been badly abused and , dep'eted
through the competition of rival
owners before any restrictions had
been put upon them, and by over-
crowding and bad methods of handl-
ing stock. Its supporting power had
MY CORNS DON'T
HURT A BIT.
Tired, Ailing, Swollen, Smelly, Sweaty
Feet, Corns, Callouses and Bun-
ions, TIZ Cures Right Off.
Say good-by- e to your corns the very
ilrst time you use TIZ. Vou will nev-
er know you have a corn, bunion or
callous, or sweaty, tired, swollen,
aching feet any more. It's Just won-
derful the way the pain vanishes. Rub
the corn hammer it with your flat If
you wish no more pain after TIZ
than If there had never been a blem-
ish on your feet. Doesn't that sound
good to you? Doesn't It? Then read
mi.
"The corns on either of my toe
were as large as the tablets you
make to cure them. Today there Is
pc sign of corns on either foot and
no soreness.. It's an God-sen-
Sam A. Hoover, Progress, N. C.
.ust use TIZ. It's not like any-tMn- g
else lor the purpose you ever
heard of. It's the only foot Temedy
over made which acts on the princi-
pal of drawing out all the poison-
ous exudations which cause sore
feet Powders and other remedies
Merely clog up the pores. TIZ cleans
thtm out and keeps them clean. It
works right off. You will feet hetter
the very first time it's used. Use It
a week and you can forget you ever
had sore feet There Is nothing on
earth that can compare with it TIZ
fe for sale at all druggists, 25 cents
per box, or direct, if you wish, from
Wafter Luther Dodge & Co., Chicago,
ni. Recommended and sold by B.
V
LAS VEGAS
"HIS VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed sealthful- -
Vsf ness without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 800
days of sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by moun-
tain streams or from wells of no great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen Inches, aver-
age, occurring principally in July and August
The soil Is highly fertile and easy of working, being general-- ,
ly sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
wnere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming,' practiced scientifically, ft proving to be
cessful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surround-
ing the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are show-
ing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality li
quarried nearby. '
The Pecos National Forest which is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
Stock raising Is a profitable business. .
A great natural pleasure ground abounds In this National
Forest with itj grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are
open all the rear for health or pleasure seeker.
)
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THE CONFEDERACY FIFTY! m aUj (DptU: MADEItO, TUE HAN WnO ASPIRES
) 10, BE PRESIDENT OF MEXICO
When '.frtsiueut TaXt negotiated
lit reotpiovuy treaty with (J Annua
and piacea it beiore congress tor
4
He is Called a Dreamer Member of
Rich Old Mexican Family i x
OUR DISCOUNT SYSTEM
yT7TT: Z
Has been in force for over two years and
: L ..... s has given universal satisfaction Our
;
.i prices the lowest possible for cash 10
per cent off for cash, think of your saving.
AT
TAUPERT'S
ident Diaz had been by an
overwhelming majority. Madero was
then released from prison on bond,
adn promptly escaped to San Antonio,
Texas, where he planned a revolution
which was begun about November 20.
Madero rode to his ranch, where he
set out at the head of an army of
about six hundred.
A manifesto was made public about
this time, in which Madero declared
the elections of the preceding summer
void, and announced himself as pro-
visional president of Mexico.
A Mexican tribunal convicted the
absent Madero of "inciting the people
to rebellion," so that at present he Is
a fugitive from Diaz justice.
A peace commission waa sent from
Chlchuahua to confer with the revolu-
tionists at San Isidore, December 2,
MARKET REPORTS
on a train bearing a white flag. This
was the first time in thirty years of
occasional insurrections that such a
concession had been made by the gov
ernment, but it brought about no re
sults.
The revolutionary leader has had
several narrow escapes from capture
by federal troops, but so far has not
been injured. Reports of the Berlous
wounding of Madero have been un
founded and were apparently the work
of the Mexican government He Is
somewhere along the northern border
line of Mexico, but Just where, he has
succeeded in keeping secret
amended by Chapter 96, page 170,
statutes of 1903, and fixing the rate
of interest of the sewer certificates
issued, at 6 per cent per annum.
This committee has made a thor-
ough canvass of the district which
we recommend for immediate con-
struction and has been assured by a
large percentage of the property
owners, that they will pay cash for
the cost of construction, and what-
ever certificates it may be further
necessary to Issue to complete the
cost Of construction we have been
assured by leading financial and
business men, that they will take
them at par.
We recommend that Engineer Geo.
Morrison be employed to supervise
the construction of the sewer, and
that immediately he be authorized to
change the lines of the sewer, from
the streets to the alleys, the cost of
this not to exceed $250.
Respectfully submitted,.
M. M. PADGETT,
F.; H. PIERCE,
i THOS. W. HAYWARD,
D. T, HOSKINS.
Other Business Transacted.
Alderman O'Bryne and Mayor K.
D. Goodall read to the council let-
ters from City Attorney Herbert W.
Clark, regarding the claim against
the city for costs in the suit of Peter
Roth against the Placita Ranch com-
pany, the city of Las Vegas, et e
suit was an action to quiet title
to certain lands adjacent to the city.
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GOUSG HOME TO MOTliEU
. Quttsu Victoria of Spain is weary
of luo shains and hypocrisies of her
life ac Madrid and is going borne to
mother. Site is a woman, after all,
and when everything has gone wrong
and the full realization of the dis-
illusion of her married life weighs
upon her, there is only one place to
turn for consolation. There is rea-
son to believe that she has had little
but trouble and disappointment since
the day she consented to be the
bride of the ungallant Alfonso. The
black tragedy of her life at the court
of the Spanish king has remained
hidden, save for the occasional
glimpses of it vouchsafed by the
newspaper correspondents.
How Boon have all the glories of
sovereignty vanished! Only a few
short years ago Victoria was a light-hearte- d
and carefree English prin-
cess with a bright outlook upon life.
In the ordinary course of things she
was destined to marry some man of
her own rank who might or might
not be worthy of her. But at least
she would be with her own people
and remain among her own friends
and the manners and customs of the
Saxon race. But one day a dissolute
prince ascended the throne of Spain.
This new king was probably as good
as most of the royal personages of
his place and time. Interests of state
demanded that he marry In order
that a successor of the blood should
be provided!. Austere old grandees
of Spain sot their heads together I
and arranged this marriage. Alfonso
had little or nothing to say about
it A list was prepared of all the
available prinresses of Europe, and
Princess Eua later Victoria was
the chosen victim. Everything was
"arranged," and the two young peo
ple were Introduced to each other as
future husband and wife. Of course,
as a love match it was a farce. Vic
toria was chosen because she seemed
physically fit for the purpose and be-
cause such a marriage tended to ally
the tottering throne of Spain with
powerful England.
But now Victoria has rebelled.
She haa felt the blighting scorn of
jealous court beauties. She has
tasted to the dregs the foul cup of
humiliation held out to her by a for
eign and a hostile people who have
never sought from the outset to make
her existence in Spain endurable.
The man who should have protected
and cherished her has proved him
6elf a contemptible cad. So Victoria
Is going home to mother. She is fol-
lowing her natural instincts and the
cry of her heart. She yearns for her
own people and the guardianship of
her kinsmen. Millions of other
women have gone the same path.
When the hopes and the promises
fade with the bridal blossoms there
is only one way to turn to mother,
o
$200,000,000 ASH PILE
Property valued at J22.000.000 was
destroyed by fire in the United
States last month. That was a little
more than the average fire lossi for a
month. It Is estimated that last year
the value of the property destroyed
by fire reached 1200,000,000. That
has been the average yearly loss for
the last half decade with the excep-
tion of 1906, the year of the San
Francisco earthquake, when the fig-
ures reached the total of . $519,000,- -
ooo.
This is fan appalling waste more
thaiii thousand million dollars in
five ?$earsvt Such a sum would fur--
nlshC;a generous system of old age
pensions. It would provide Industrial
training to hundreds of thousands of
boys and girls. It would build a sys-
tem of good roads throughout the
United States.
Two hundred millions of waste . a
year most of which could be avoid-
ed by better building and by stricter
supervision of construction.
Fifty years ago the Constituent
Convention of the Confederate States
of America was in session in Mont-
gomery, Ala. Delegates representing
six southern states in proportion to
their electoral votes met on Febru-
ary 4, 1861. They adopted February
8 a temporary constitution. Febru-
ary 9, voting by states, they elected
Jefferson Davis president and Alex
ander H. Stephens rice-preside-nt
Mr. Stephens called the Montgom
ery congress "the ablest, soberest,
most intelligent and conservative
'
body I was ever In." The eminent
delegates approached the breach with
becoming gravity. They were hon-
orable men, most of them deeply re
ligious, who believed themselves in
the right, j.Hot tot one moment did
they consider theif movement revo-
lutionary.' r'They believed that they
upheld the true theory of the federal
union.
Many constitutional students still
hold the southern view of he right
of Becesalon under the constitution of
the United States. That belief may
have prompted Representative Bart-le- tt
of Georgia last week to resent in
the house General Kelfer's use of the
word "rebellion." To defend one's
constitutional rights as one sees them
is not subjectively a rebellious act
Even the term "civil war" is in that
view equally inaccurate, though less'
objectionable. As defined In the
Bouth, it was "the war between the
states."
For a schism based avowedly upon
constitutional grounds the confeder
acy as a government was little
changed from its northern model. The
Montgomery congress combined law
making with constitution-draftin- g and
the election of a president by adopt
ing the whole body of federal stat-
utes as it then stood, Including the
tariff of 1857. The Blave trade was
forbidden in the provisional constitu-
tion, though to this there was some
objection. Afterward under the stern
compulsion of war the draft was as
harshly enforced in the south as in
the north. The doctrine of secession
from secession arose and was vigor
ously if inconsistently combated. To
ward the end of the desperate strug
gle the great name of Lee stood
sponsor for a proposal to arm and
enlist negro soldiers as the north
had already done--
By the close of the war there was
little logical difference in the frame
or the conduct of the two govern
ments. Both had arbitrarily grasped
dangerous '"war powers." The south
had gone even further in this than
the north. It fixed prices for pro
duce, ran railroads, passed sumptuary
laws. Its need was the more im
perative. With slavery gone beyond
hope of recovery there was nothing
in the nature of the theoretical dis
pute to prolong the conflict. A more
generous and g reconstruc-
tion policy might have sooner healed
the remaining causes of
But healed they are now and we may
turn to glance at the place of the
south in '.the reunited country.
Had the south achieved freedom in
18C5, impoverished, exhausted, weigh-
ed down by a great war debt, hamp-
ered in industry and in international
relations by the Incubus of slavery,
what would have been its history?
We may only know what its history
has been. Its population has nearly
trebled, the whites increasing more
rapidly than the negroes. Texas has
grown since 1900 more than its en-
tire population In 1860, and has
Jumped from the twenty-thir- d state to
the fifth. Florida's people have more
than quintupled.
So deficient in mining and manu-
factures as to hamper it greatly in
war, the south has now flourishing
industries. Its agriculture has become
far more diversified, yet Its great sta'
pie, crop of cotton has more than
tripled the five-yea- r average of 1856-60- ,
and the "Cotton States" are
growing, far more rapidly thtfn the
Middle West. No city of its rank
has paralleled the marvelous in-
crease In ten years of Birmingham,
Ala., a town which in 1860 did not
exist. In education, white immigra-
tion, railroads, the- - south has been
transformed within two decades.
And the nation as a whole has
grown in fifty 'years far more truly
a nation. Sectionalism Is less mis
chievous, prosperity is more diversi
fied, rancor has all but departed from
political discussions. And peiihaps)
there has not been a time since the
war when the statesmanship of the
south was so needed In Washington
as now, or so likely to win the grat-
itude of the north. -
ratUication or rejection, he executed
a strode of statesmanship that has
brought consternation , to his critics.
Reciprocity Is . hlttoiic republican
doctrine, so, firing grounded in the
policy of the party that he who
claims to be a republican and who
looks with disfavor upon this doc-
trine places himself outside the pale
of orthodoxy.
It was in 1892 that the national
republican platform declared: "We
point to the success of the republican
policy of reciprocity, under which our
export trade has vastly Increased and
new and enlarged markets have been
opened for the products of our farms
and workshops. We remind the peo-
ple of the bitter opposition of the
democratic party to this practical
business measure." In 1896 the re-
publican platform again declared:
"We believe the repeal of the reci-
procity arrangements negotiated by
the last republican administration
was a national calamity and we de-
mand their renewal" Four years later
the republicans said: "We favor the
associated policy of reciprocity," and
In' 1904 the platform declared: "We
have extended widely our foreign
markets, and we believe In the adop-
tion of all practicable methods for
their further extension, including
commercial reciprocity." In 1908 the
national republican party favored, and
later enacted into law, the maximum
and minimum tariff schedules, an im-
portant device to promote trade reci-
procity.
'President Taft has vitalized re-
publican principles and fulfilled re-
publican pledges. Without bravado
he has accomplished" in this particu-
lar matter what McKinley struggled
for and what other republican presi-
dents have sought- - for more than a
generation. And, more than that, he
has placed the completed work in the
hands of congress for final disposi-
tion. In this way he has put his de-
tractors on the defensive and has
laid the responsibility upon the mem-
bers of his own party with a demand
that they carry out the party's
pledges.
COUNCIL FAVORS SEWER
(Continued From Page One)
final one, covering certain matters
not yet determined, at a later date.
We recommend:
First: That the City of Las Ve
gas build a sewer system after the
general lines of the Rosewater sur-
vey, with such changes and accord-
ing to such methods as are indicated
later in this report.
Second: That the mains and lat
erals of the system be located, as far
as possible, In the alleys instead of
the streets, as placed by Andrew
Rosewater, and that Engineer Geo- -
Morrison )e retained to locate same
in the alleys, conforming to the grade
and capacity of the Rosewater sur-
vey and specifications. ,
Thlra: That the portion of the
city to be covered by the sewer be
restricted to zones A and B, elimin
ating zone C, east of the Santa Fe
railroad, of the Rosewater survey,
from present consideration. The
general boundaries of the district to
be constructed to be as follows: The
main line of the Santa Fe Railway
company on the east, the Hot
Springs track of the "same railroad
corporation, on the south and west,
and San Francisco , street, from
Twelfth street to Mora avenue, Fried-
man avenue from Mora avenue to
Sixth street, Baca avenue from
Sixth to Fourth street, a line mid-
way between Baca and Washington,
from Fourth street to Grand avenue,
and Washington avenue from Grand
avenue to the main line of the Santa
Fe Railway company, on the north.
And, we' recommend the elimina-
tion of all that portion of the Rose-wat-
survey from present construc-
tion, lying north of the north bound
ary as above given.
Fourth: That plans and specifica
tions be immediately prepared by En-
gineer Morrison, to complete that por
tion of the district recommended for
construction in section three, which
lies north of, Lincoln avenue and east
of tne line of Tenth street, from Lin
coln to Columbia avenue and east of
Eighth street, from Columbia to
Friedman avenue, this being practic
ally zone B, of the Rosewater survey
and comprising'' in whole, or part,
17 to 24 Inclusive, of
his survey. -
By special request this committee
recommends that the property lying
north of Lincoln avenue and south
of Douglas avenue and extending
west to Twelfth street, be included
in this district. If the engineer finds
the same practicable"."
Fifth: That this district to becon
structed be incorporated ' with the
A dreamer and an idealist that Is
the way an acquaintance of Francisi--
I. Madero. the Mexican revolutionary
leader, sums him up in describing the
man who aspires to be president oi
Mexico.
.'
Madero is a member of a rich old
Mexican family which has extensive
land holdings In Coahuila and Nuevo
Leon, two inland states lying between
Chihuahua and the Atlantic coast. Un-
like the other members of his family,
he is more Of 'a student than a busi-
ness man.
This "friend" had one other
charge to bring against Madero in ad-
dition to dreaming propensities thai
is that he is a vegetarian. The friend
didn't believe that a vegetarian could
ever be a great military leader.
Madero ran for president of Mexico
against Porflrio Diaz at the last elec-
tion, in June 1910. He seemed In dan-
ger of receiving considerable support
in opposition to the man who has held
office since the '70a, and a few weeks
before the election was thrown into
jail. charged with insulting the
government. The insult consisted of
a remark that he (Madero) could not
get justice in the courts. Madero
meetings were broken up by troops,
and many of his followers thrown in
prison. When the elections came there
were gross frauds, Madero and his
followers said, and a few weeks later
the government announced that Pres
present sewer system of the Las Ve-
gas Sewer company, said system be-
ing taken over by the city as pro-
vided for in the franchise given to
the said company by the city. This
committee has been assured by the
president of the present sewer iystem
that the same may be taken over
without expense to the city.
Sixth: In regard to the question
of the ultimate disposal to be adopted
for the entire system, whether sep
tic tank as proposed by Mr. Rose-wate- r,
or some other method, as
broad irrigation, be adopted, your
committee would ask further time for
instruction, as we desire' td-- care-
fully Investigate before deciding on
the best plan, and we' believe that
this question should be determined,
before the balance of the district we
have recommended, I.e., zone A of
the Rosewater survey,'.is built.
Seventh: That the method of pay-
ment for construction be the com-
bined
j
plan of a foot front charge
for construction within, the boundar-
ies set forth in section three above
and a bond issue for outlet line and
disposal beyond those boundaries.
And, we recommend that the city
prepare for the construction of the
district recommended in section four,
at once, by making financial provi-
sions in conformity with Chapter 72,
page 136, Laws 1901, being, "an act
for the construction and maintenance
of sewers In the towns and cities of
the Territory of New Mexico," as
i
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NEEDLE--
AND PIN.5
Darners, Croket Cotton, Em-
broidery Cotton, Tracing
Wheels, Thimbles, Scissors,
Hair Nets, Brushes, Combs,
Safety Pins, Hooks and Eyes,
Cube Pins, Chamois Skins,
Collar Stays, Hair Pins, Side
Combs, Tooth Brushes, Cro-
chet Needles, Silk Seam Bind
ing, Buttons, etc., etc
TODAY'S COMPLETE
HONEY AND STOCKS
New York, Feb. 9. Call money 2
2 3--8 per cent Prime mercantile pa-
per 44 1-- 2 per cent Mexican dollars
45. Amalgamated 65 5-- Sugar 117
14 bid. Atchison 107 3-- New York
Central 113 3-- Great Northern, pfd.
129 3-- Northern Paciflo 127- - Read-in- g
161 1--8. Southern Pacific 119 5--
Union Pacific 179 1-- Steel 81 3--
pfd. 119 1--
.WOOL '
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 9. Wool mar-
ket unchanged. Territory and west-
ern mediums, 1922; fine mediums,
1618; fine, 1213. '
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Chicago, Feb. 9. Wheat, May 95;
July 93 Corn May 49 1--
July 50 Oats, May 32 8
July 32l-8- . Pork May $18.07
July $17.50. Lard May $9.70; July
$9.60. Ribs, May $9.70; July
$9.47
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 9. Cattle,
5,000, including 100 southerns. Mar
Since the decision of the suit claim
for costs has been presented to the
city several times. City Attorney
Clark Is of the opinion the city is
not liable. On motion of Mr. O'Bryne,
the council refused to pay the claim,
which amounts to $100.
City Clerk Charles Tamme report-
ed having asked for bids for shade
and fruit trees, the council having
decided some time ago to purchase a
carload of trees to be sold to resi-
dents of the city and surrounding
country at actual cost. He also re-
ported having received assurance
from railroad oflicials of satisfactory
terms for the transportation of the
trees from the nurseries to Las Ve-
gas.- The mayor and clerk were au-
thorized by the council to order such
trees as may be desired; at once;
Alderman Wiegand brought to the
attention of the council the condl
tion of moving picture shows. He said
in many cities many of these place
had" been closed recently because of
OF QUALITY'
ket strong. Native steers, $5.50
6.75; southern steers, $5. 25 6. 25;
southern cows, $3.254.75; native
cows and heifers, $36; stockersand
feeders, $4.505.9O; bulls, $4.26
5.25; calves, $58.25; western
steers, western cows,
$3.255.
Hogs 11,000- - Market 5 cents low-
er. Bulk, $7.307.5O; heavy, $7.30
7.40; packers and butchers, $7.35
7.50; light $7.457.55.
Sheep 6,000. Market . steady. Mut-
tons, $3.554.50; lambs, $5.20
6.10; fed wethers and yearlings,
$4.255.35; fed western ewes, $3.75
4.25.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
' Chicago, Feb. 9. Cattle, 700. Mar-
ket slow to steady. Beoves, $56.80;
Texas steers, $4.155.50; western
steers, $4.405.70; stockers and
feders, $3.855.90; cows and heif-
ers, $2.655.80; calves, $7.659.
Hogs 30,000. Market 10 cents
lower. Light $7.457.75; mixed,
$7.257.65; heavy, $7.057.60;.
rough, $7.057.25; good to choice
heavy, $7.257.60; pigs, $7.45
$7.80; bulk, $7.457.0.
poor ventilation, which tended toward
the spread of disease, especially at
this season of the year when diph-
theria and smallpox are more or less
prevalent. Mr. Wiegand said one of
the play houses here has practically
no ventilation. Alderman Martin re-
plied to Mr. Wiegand by stating the
management of the theater had made
arrangements to provide proper vent-
ilation at once.
As last night's meeting was the
first the council has held In two
months, reports for December and
January were presented by city of-
ficials. City Treasurer H. C. Smith re-- "
ported a balance on hand January
31, of $7,146.16. According to the
report of Dr. C. C. Gordon, city phy-
sician, there were eleven births dur-
ing the two months Just past while
seventeen deaths occurred In the city.
Of these latter, nine were of non-
residents. City Clerk Tamme re-
ported having collected during Janu-
ary $317.95.
LACES
German and French
imitatim and 1Real Linen Torchons
Allovers with Baby Irish i
and Oriental EffectsrT"
EMBROIDERIES '
Swiss, Cambric.Nain-soo- k,
and Hamberg, All
t Atrara 1 3r 7ruulTs images.
i f Jl ' fW M II 11 ISA LLSA V til r J t UP M IJ fik U , 1 I
ATTEtiTlQti TO LITTLE BCTIL& Of THE
TOILET RAKK THE WELL -- DRESSED W0MA.
TO BUY LITTLE TH17iG! D0E& TtOT TAKE
AUCH AOrtEY, BUT THEY FILL BIG-VjMT- Iti W0AJM' DRE&
DO YOU tiOT tifXto'A tiZV C0AB FOR YOUR HAIR, PIA& FOR
YOUR GLOVES "TO JMTCH, AECKTIE&, HANDKERCHIEFS
H0SE--itL- MY LITTLE THINGS? OUR SUPPLY OF LITTLE
THINGS YOU NEED IS GREAT. COME TO US FIRST AND YOU'LL
NOT NEED TO HUNT ELSEWHERE ; FOR DRESS ACCESSORIES.
AIDS TO PRETTY HAIR DRESSING
No matter how generous nature has been if you are1' a
good dresser.you'11 want to aid her. So many kindly little
aids here, every woman may look her best. Let our skilled
sales ladies make suggestions.
THE STORE
: I p . c.. LAS VEGAS . , n --vf
0 i J W V w M h-- v
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The riiscilpilonisi; IPEUSONALS EXPRESS CO. IS
PLAINTIFF IN$3 -- 6 5 tmThe man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
"In prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Slain 3
0
Q
,;i ..;.....
wail
Some habits
all bad habits
The Want Ad.
O good habit
,U
0 Anyone who
Want Ad. page
t best opportunity
..follows up the.
success. f
The Want Ad.
will help people
they want it.
Telephone your
iY
one should want to break and 0
are bad to keep.
Habit is the best all round
anyone can have.
... ;
will reacUeach day The Optic
with a purpose to select the
that Tie may . find and then
'"lead,"., will surely get quick .
Habit is the one habit that
to get what they want when
Want Ads. to The Optic,
Phone main 2
?
WE HAVE A
NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT
BEEF
,
PORK
MUTTON
4
VEAL
CHICKENS
HAMS AND
I BACON
JOHN. A. PAPEN
PHONE 144 AND 145.
I QUECASE
WELLS FARGO BRINGS SUIT
AGAINST CONSIGNEE TO COL--LEC- T
$90 UNDERCHARGE
Full of Interest because of its bear-
ing upon certain rulings of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission is the
case pf the Wells Fargo Express com
pany against C. J. Boyd, which was
heard yesterday by Judge Clarence J.
Roberts in chambers. The express
company is suing Boyd to recover a
sum of money amounting to about $90,
the company claiming to have under-
charged that amount on the shipment
of a jack from a stockman In Gage,
Okla., to Boyd several months ago.
The jack was shipped by a man
named R. B. Shepp, who applied at
the office of the express company in
Gage, Okla., and asked what the com
pany's charge would be tor shipping
from that place to Las Vegas the jack,
which was valued at $600. According
to the testimony introduced yesterday
Shepp was told the express charges
would be about $108. With this urn-
derstanding he shipped the Jack, send
ing to Boyd the money to pay the
charges. Boyd paid and received a
receipt from the Wells Fargo's local
agent
A few months later the express
company discovered it had made an
undercharge of about $90, which, un-
der Jb rulings pf the Interstate Cpm.- -
merce Oommlss'on, amounts to the
same thing as rebating and placed the
company subject to a fine, although
the undercharge was due to an error.
The company applied for payment of
the difference between the regular
tariff and tne price chai ged and later
brought suit to collect It
By decisions of courts the ruling of
the commission that the consignee is
equally liable with the consignor in
such cases has been sustained. This
is where Boyd was dragged into the
case. The commission also holds the
shipper equally responsible with the
transporting companies for violations
of lta rulings. Signs are posted con
spicuously In the offices of the railroad
and express companies notifying the
public the tariff of the company are
open to the Inspection of the public.
Even if a rate is given a prospective
shipper on application to an agent of
the transporting company and the
company makes an undercharge the
shipper is liable for an infraction of
the commission's rules because he
had the opportunity of looking at the
tariffs and examining the rate for
himself.
Judge Roberts took the case under
advisement He will announce a de
cision soon.
Appearing for the express company
was Attorney W. J. Lucas, while C.
W. G. Ward is counsel for Boyd.
Speedy Relief From Kidney Trouble
"I had an acute attack of Bright's
disease with Inflammation of the kid-
neys and bladder, and dizziness," says
Mrs. Cora Thorp, Jackson, Mich. "A
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
overcome the attack, reduced the
took away the DB'n and
made the bladder action normal. I
wish every one could know or tnis
wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
When In need of an auctioneer see
W. F. Calhoun and get his prices. Sat
isfaction guaranteed.
San
MnmiA ii
dial olii
WILL GET OUT;
AN:ANNUALL'
FOR FIRST TIME IN HISTORY OF
NSTITUTION, SOUVENIR IS
TO BE PRINTED
With considerable enthusiasm the
senior class of the Normal University
announced during chapel exercises
this morning Its plans for the publica
tion of the first annual ever issued by
the school., The faculty, In recogni
tion of the Intellectual attainments of
the seniors, descended from the ros
trum, where it usually sits and casts
a careful eye over ihe rest of the
students during the hymns and pray-
ers, and sat with the juniors, under-
classmen and preps. The seniors
were given undisputed possession of
the platform.
Joshua Powers, editor-in-chi- and
brigadier generalissimo of the annual
made an address to the students. He
told something about the classy dope
that pub'lcation will contain. Miss
Cornelia Murray made an Interesting
talk in which she embhaslzed the
good that will be accomplished for the
school by the publication of an up-to- -
date annual.
MisB Louise Lowry, business man-
ager for the' annual, made a formal
request for the aid of the students in
making the book a big success.
Though the Normal University has
been in existence several years and
is recognized as among the leading
educational institutions in the south'
west, it has never issued an annual.
The book this year will be profusely
Illustrated and will contain accounts
of the various phases of school activ-
ity. It will prove a valuable souvenir
of school days to the students and a
good advertisement for the Normal
and for Las Vegas. Before the meet
ine closed President Roberts made
some remarks in which he encouraged
the seniors in their efforts. He told
the school of the advertising value
the annual will prove. To show what
the growth of the Normal means to
Las Vegas Dr. Roberts stated that
each student represents an expend!
ture in the city yearly of $250.
SOUTH OPPOSES DIRECT VOTE
Washington, Feb. 9. The south
would prefer the defeat of the reso-
lution calling for the election of
United States senators by direct vote
of the people, to its passage, if
amended, as Senator Sutherland of
Utah has proposed, so as to place
control of such election In the hands
of congress. So declared Senator
Percy of Mississippi, in a speech yes
terday.
HONEYMOON TRIP ON HORSES
Oklahoma City, Okla Feb. 9. A
novel honeymoon trip was started
from here yesterday when Mr. and
Mrs. G. R. Sharp, married Monday,
left on horseback for Seattle, Wash
Mr. Sharp and his bride have spent
years on various ranches in this stae
and say that the mid-wint- trip
across the Rockies has no terrors for
them.
EASY CHANGE
When Coffee is Doing Harm
A lady writes 'from U land of cot
ton of the results of a four years'
use of the food beverage Postum.
"Ever since I can remember we
had used coffee three times a day. It
had a more or less injurious effect
upon us all, and I myself suffered al
most death from indigestion and ner
vousness caused by It
"I know it was that, because when
I would leave It off for a few days I
would feel better. But it was hard
to give it u, even though I realized
haw harmful it was to me.
"At last I found a perfectly easy
way to make the change. Four years
ago I abandoned the coffee habit, and
began to drink Postum, and I also In
fluenced the rest of the family to do
the same. Even the children are al
lowed to drink it freely as they do
water. And It has done us all great
good.
"I no longer suffer from Indiges-
tion, and my nerves are in admirable
tone since I began to use Postum. We
never use the old coffee any more.
"We appreciate' Postum as a de
llghtful and healthful beverage, which
not only invigorates but supplies the
best of nourishment as well." Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
Mich.'
Read "The Road to Wellville," in
pkgs, "There's a Reason.''
Ever read the .above letter? A new
one apears from time to time. They;
are genuine, true, and full of human
t
V ;t (1 It:
'
.
When the lightning leaps and the
thunder rolls.
Life is all this, and beyond it yet
The dark and the doubt and drear.
For strong men still who cannot off-B-
Their manhood with a tear,
Face life, then, for the thing It
means.
And not for a bundle of
A stern, high work and a strong
work, too.
For a strong man's heart and soul
to do.
Baltimore Sun.
Particularly the Ladies.
Not only pleasant and refreshing to
the taste, but gently cleansing and sweet-
ening to the system. Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna is particularly adapted
to ladies and children, and beneficial in
all cases in which a wholesome, strength-
ening and effective laxative should be
used. It is perfectly safe at all times and
dispels colds, headaches and the pains
caused by indigestion and constipation so
promptly and effectively that it is the one
perfect family laxative which gives satis-
faction to all and is recommended by
millions of famines who have used it and
who have personal knowledge of its ex-
cellence.
Its wonderful popularity, however, has
led unscrupulous dealers to offer imita-
tions which act unsatisfactorily. There-
fore, when buying, to get its beneficial
effects, always note the full namo of the
Company California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every
package of the genuine Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna.
For sale by all leading druggists. Pace
5U cents per bottle.
CHICHESTER S PILLSjrrv BRAND. ALdle! Ankyonr Irocfliitfor a
'hfcii-ter'- s Diamond JriiidIMIls in Red and Uold metalliAV
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.Take no other. Buy of your VDrtiHlftt. AskforClll.4IfKH.TERSDIAMOND BRAND FILLS, for S5lVD U years known as Best, Safest, Always Rellablo
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
.J. ytt I'd
exertion on your part.
Albino B. Gallegos, a prominent
resident of Las Conchas, la In the
'J' ' "city. i
Mateo Lujan went this afternoon
to Springer and Clayton on a brief
business visit.
D. L. Hoatson of Topeka, Kan,, ar
rived last night and will spend a few
days la jtne city. .
O. H. Baker of Long Island, Kan., is
in the city. Mr. Baker la looking at
New Mexfoo land.
A. M, kammond went this afternoon
to Wagon Mound and Springer. He
will return " Sunday.
L. Dan'. Is, who had been spending
several weeks in and around Las Ve-
gas, has 'returned to h'a home In Iowa.
W. H. Edgecombe, an auditor In the
bonus department of the Santa Fe, is
here from his headquarters in La
Junta looking after-offici- al matters,
Miss L, - Frances, who resides in
Cherryvale, the dry farming district
northeast of Las Vegas, was in the
city today on a shopping and visiting
trip.
W. C. Keiser of Topeka, Kan., griev
ance man for the Brotherhood of Lo-
comotive Firemen, Is here on official
business.
Mrs. Ollie Shearer, the well known
nurse, has gone, to Mineral Hill where
she will rema'n until about the middle
of next week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Stewart of But
falo, N. Y., sloped off here yesterday
for a short visit with Mr. Stewart's
cousin, C. H Stewart of the Boucher
grocery store. Mr. and Mrs. Stewart
are on their way to California.
UNABLE TO SOLVE PLAGUE
Peking, Feb. 9. A letter received
here from a British volunteer physl
clan In Harbin says the plague be
comes more nuzzling in its symptoms
ever day. A thorough examination
is made of all persons placed In quar
antine, and the phyeiicans carefully
segregate those in whom the heart
symptoms are considered mild. Never
theless, , some of these patients are
invariably found to have died. For
elgn doctors in many places' are dte
heartened over the indifference, in
capacity and corruption of the offic-
ials, who refuse to learn from "he
experience of " Harbin and need to
be brought face to face with similar
conditions before they will surrende
the work of combating the disease o
the sanitary officers,
CODIFICATION OF LAWS"
Washington, Feb. 9. After almost
a year of desultory consideration, the
senate has passed the bill providing
for the codification of the laws re-
lating to the Judiciary of the coun-
try. In the main, the bill merely ts
existing statutes, but it makes
an important change consisting in
the consolidation of the circuit and
district ' courts of the United States
The circuit courts are abolished and
their business transferred to the dis
trict courts. An amendment giving
judges of the circuit court the powers
and Jurisdiction of a district court
within their circuit was also adopted
DANVILLE SHERIFF ANGRY
Danville, 111.; Feb. 9. Sheriff Shep- -
ard was Informed by the grand jury
today that ' unless several politicians
who have been summoned to testify
concerning conditions ap-
pear at onceattachments will be is-
sued and theys will be cited for con
tempt of court."
La Grippe Coughs.
Strain and weaken the system and
if not checked may develop into pneu
monia. No danger of this when Fol
Wnnpv and Tar 1b taken promptly
It la a reliable family medicine for all
trh anil folds, and acts aulckly and
effectively In cases of croup. Refuse
subsititues. , O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug. Co.
' T T f
A piece of flannel dampened witn
, l 1 .. ! 1 T tulmant Aflri hnilTlA ATI
to the affected parts is superior to
. . 1...Ua withany piaster, wuen j.uuuuiot
lame back or pains in the side or chest
give it a trial ana you o
be more than pleased with the prompt
reiiei wnicn u aitui ub. "J
druggists. ,4 (
Vau a ra nrnhnhlv. aware that pneu
monia always results from a cold, but
you never heard or a com reuumus m
pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy was ,uaed. Why take the
risk when this remedy may be had
for a trifle? For sale Dy an arug6iai
When her child Is in danger a wo- -
in rhv hr life to protect ItIII all tt - - -
No great act of heroism or risk of life
For a $5.00, Japan
9x12 feet
PATTING
In Oriental and Floral Patterns,
J50 CottonWarp Chikugo Straw,
only at THE ROSENTHAL,
are made of
the Best Spring - Steel,
Perfect in Construction,
Strictly
Absolutely Noiseless,
Buarantttd by M Daitufaatunn
Sold Exoluilaely bg
For Wood and Metal Beds.
Positively the Best Spring on
the Market, only at
THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite Y. M. C. A., E. Las Vegas.
SEWER BOOSTERS
DR. J. M. CUNNINGHAM.
S. B. DAVIS, JR.
'E. G. MURPHEY.
A. M. ADLER.
J. C. JOHNSEN. .
C. V. HEDGCOCK.
BEN LEWIS.
DR. H. W. HEYMANN.
DR. F. H. CRAIL.
W. J. FUGATE. '
R. F HAYS.
CHARLES GREENCLAY.
'O. L. GREGORY.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND.
F. O. BLOOD.
FRED WESTERMAN.
SIMON BACHARACH.
ISAAC BACHARACH.
HERMAN ILFELD.
J. S. DUNCAN, SR.
M. N. CHAFIN.
' ' 'F. J. GEHRltNG.
INVESTMEN AND AGENCY COR-
PORATION.
MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT COM-
PANY.
GEORGE A. FLEMING.
LUDWIG WILLIAM ILFELD.
GUS LEHMANN.
HARRY W. KELLY. '
F. H. PIERCE.
FLECK ESTATE.
M. M. PADGETT.
H. C. SMITH.
C. C. ROBBINS.
CLARENCE IDEN.
CECTLIO ROSENWALD.
FRANK SPRINGER.
C. H. SPORLEDER.
C. D. BOUCHER.
E. V. LONG.
T. W. HAYWARD.
L K. LEWIS.
W.G. HAYDON.
R. J. TAUPERT.
HENRY G. COORS.
W. J. LUCAS.
JOHN S. CLARK.
M. GREENBERGER. .
SIG NAHM. '
JAKE STERN.
DAN STERN.
D. T. HOSKINS.
DR. C. S. LOSEY.
DR. W. R. TIPTON.
B. F. FORSYTHE.
DR. W. P. MILLS.
W. N. ROSENTHAL.
GEORGE H. HUNKER.
W. J. BENJAMIN.
FRED NOLETTE,
COLONEL R. E. TWITCHEL,
E. W. HART.
CHARLES TAMME.
CHAS. ROSENTHAL." '
If In need of trees or shrubbery see
W. F. Calhoun or call at L. G. Cal
houn's Teal estate office and leave
your order. 608 Douglas avenue.
Tony Faust Budwelser Deer Is
on tap at the Opera Bar and ts on
of the finest draft beers served over
any bar In the city.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty
fTOMfeVlfain 339 Opposite' Optlo
Life is a strong man's work to do
And a strong man's part to play;
And It is not bloom and it is not Sen
And It is not birds in May.
Life is a thing that Is eun to sun,
A thing to measure and make and
plan
With the strong, red blood of normal
man.
Life Is an unknown path to make
And an undreamt dream to guess;
With many a blow to give and take
And many, a gift to bless.
Life is a thing that is going ou
From dusk to dusk and from dawn
to dawn;
A thing for men to go with, to lead.
Though the bludgeons' strike and the
wounds may bleed.
Life is a strong man's thought to
think,
And a strong man's way to find,
And It is not wine at a fountain's
brink,
And it Is not ease of mind.
Life Is a stern, relentless thing
With thorns that P1ck and with
shards that sting.
And bloody the heads must be that
take
The blow and the bloom for the
conscience's sake.
Life is a straight man's course to go,
And a true man's part to play,
With a will immune to the bitter
blow
And no way but the good right
way.
Life is an iron and a thick ribbed
bulk,
With woe to the weak and the
worse, who sulk;
And woe to the men who are not
strong souls
NEW STAR ROUTE
TO BE INAUGURATED
POSTMASTER HAS RECEIVED AD
VICES AS TO HANDLING OF
UNITED STATES MAIL
According to information received
this morning by Postmaster F. O.
Blood, the star mail route service
between this city and Gonzales will
be begun February 20. A contract for
carrying the mail on the new route
has been awarded to Florencio Arel- -
lanes. The contract expires June 30,
1913.
The route will.be traversed twice
a week by the carrier, who will leave
East Las Vegas on Monday and Fri
day mornings at 7:15 o'clock, arrlV'
ing at Gonzales on the same evenings
at or before 5:15 o'clock. On Tues
day and Saturday mornings the car-
rier will ' leave Gonzalea at 7:15
o'clock, arriving at East Las Vegas
at or before 5:15 o'clock. The route
is about forty miles in length. It
runs from Las Vegas to Mishawaka;
from that place to Casa Grande,
from which it runs to Cherryvale and
thence to Gonzales.
The route will reach, the rapidly
crowing dry farming communities and
will prove a great convenience and
saving of time for the patrons.
The new route will abolish three
routes now In use; those from Shoe-
maker to Gonzales, from Cherryvale
to Gonzales and from Casav Grande
to Las Vegas. Formerly the mall for
Gonzales and Cherryvale was sent
over from Shoemaker. A change In
the handling of mail on trains, how.
ever, demoralized this system by
rausine a delay in the arrival of
mail matter placing It In the hands
of the carriers too late to Insure
prompt delivery. The new system
will eliminate this.
The new route was established up-
on the recommendation of Postofflce
Inspector W. C. Calvert on a vtelt
to Las Vegas several weeks ago.
The Optic leads, others tag.
WILlIAMvfON
HAFFNDRCD
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Interest Pnld on Time Deposits
Three Words
Before making an investment you should' always
satisfy yourself that it's safe. Think of that, first.iU
then of the probable rate of increase. If you're,,
careful and shrewd you'll put your money into, a ,i
Savings BankFor with an institution like the Las Vegas savings
bank it's absolutely removed from all risk. What's
more, it increases steadily and at the highest rate
consistent with secure investments. Lastly, your3f J aRiri
capital grows withoutn ti,iii- -O
' LAS VtliflS oAY liluo UAURfit-- -
wammtmmmm
Is necessary to protect a. cum
sroup. Give Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy and all danger is avoided.
For sale by all druggists..,..,, , 0000000 go oooooasooo GO GGC20GOO OO aQGOaSGUBJ5NVBR COIQ
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TAKE OATH OF ALLEGIANCE FARM HOUSE UP 1N ICELAND
Typical Structure of Turf in the Quest
Room of Whloh Waa an Organ
Made In Vermont
The guest room contained a narrow
bed. a big round table and an organ,
made In Brattleboro, Vt Our host pro-
duced the usual box of snuff, and with
It a box of good cigars.
!5he Optic I
TOT
j COLUMN J
JNCORPORATB every desired feature of all other
typewriting machines into one and compare it,
feature with feature, working part with working
part, with the
UNDERWOOD
STANDARD
WAY TO MAKE OX TAIL STEW
Cut Up the Joints and Serve In Center
of Hot Dish With the
Vegetables.
One ox tail, one tablespoonful of
flour, one teaspoonful of mushroom
catsup, one heaping tablespoonful of
dripping, one onion, one carrot one
turnip, salt and pepper. Wash the tall
well in warm water and cut It up at
the Joints; the larger Joints may be
cut In two. Dry the pieces well and
mix on a plate the flour, salt and
pepper. Rub each piece of tail over
with this mixture. Put Into a sauce-
pan the dripping and let It get quite
hot then fry the pieces of tall all
round In It and lift them out when
dona. Pour out the fat that remains
and return the pieces of tall to the
pan with the onion chopped up, two
cupfuls of water and the mushroom
catsup, and stew very gently for one
and one-hal- f hours. Cut the carrot
and turnip Into very neat pieces, add
them and stew for three-quarte- of
an hour longer. If well and slowly
cooked this Is a delightful stew, as
the ox tall contains a great deal of
gelatine. Dish the meat in the center
of a hot dish with the vegetables
around It
TYPEWRITER
and the UNDERWOOD stands out as
the best machine one permitting the
greatest latitude of work, doing more
and better work per given effort, and is
Bug "The Machine You Will
Eventually Buy"
J T IS mechanically perfect. It stands up under
every trying condition and is simple in con-
struction. The Underwood Type Bar Srtoke has
but three elements: the Key Lever, Connecting
Link and Type Bar
Underwood Typewriter Company
INCORPORATED
Exclusive Agent,
THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
Interesting Affair in the Supreme
Court Making Foreign Nuns Citi-
zens of the United States.
A very Interesting affair took place
the other day In the Supreme Court of
the District of Columbia when Justice
Barnard, of that body, administered
the oath of allegiance to the United
States to three nuns of the Congrega-
tion of Perpetual Adoration and made
them oltliena of the United States.
About three months ago the sisters
filed application at the home of John
R. Toting, olerk of the court, who ar-
ranged matters so as to save the three
sister the embarrassment of appear-
ing at the clerk's office at the city
hall, aa the Ufa of these three women
has baas a cloistered one. While that
oould be done, It was not possible to
waive their appearance in court to
take out their final papers. They
were accompanied to court by Mgr.
Jas. F. Mac kin and Mother Martin,
Superioress of the convent, who stood
sponsor of their qualifications to e
citizens.
The new citizens are Marie Kamp,
born In Holland; Rachellna Maresca,
of Meta de Sorrento, Italy, and Sever-In- a
De Giovanni, of Sicily. The sis-ta-rs
came to America on the Western-lan-d
October 10, 1900, and, landing at
New York, came Immediately to the
convent in this city, where they have
since resided.
The costume worn by the sisters to
court was entirely of blaok. For a
wrap they wore black cashmere
shawls; long crape veils covered small
black bonnets, and hung down their
backs.
The usual questions required by the
law were propounded by Justice Bar-
nard and demurely answered by the
three applicants, but they were unable
to refrain from smiling broadly when
the court inquired If they are believ-
ers In the doctrines of polygamy.
Their vows, of course, preclude mar-
riage.
When the oath abjuring allegiance
to Queen Wllhelmlna by one of the
sisters and King Victor Emmanuel by
the other two had been taken. Mgr.
Mackin escorted the sisters to Mr.
Young's private office In the city hall,
where the concluding formalities were
arranged. The sisters then returned
to the convent.
WASHINGTON'S PRIZE BEAUTY
Miss Gladys Hinckley Picked by For
signers as the Capital's Hand-
somest Girl.
Miss Gladys Hinckley Is considered
Washington's most beautiful girl. Al-
though Miss Hinckley has many rivals
for that honor the title was conceded
when Baron Rosen, Russian ambas
sador, globe-trotte- r and beauty fan
cier, exclaimed: "Who Is that beauti-
ful girl? I have traveled all over the
world and seen many women, but she
Is the most perfectly beautiful young
girl I have even seen."
Gladys Hinckley is of the tall,
queenly type; her hair is a beautiful
gold and her features and complexion
perfect She dresses artlctlcally and
originally. At a luncheon In honor of
Miss Helen Taft, given, by Mrs. Wick
ersham, she wore a deep blue velvet
dress and a pale blue velvet hat with
a $2,000 tiger skin coat
Extra Hour for Clerks.
Department employees In Washing-
ton are quite sure there should be a
limit to the seal of lawmakers of the
eoonomlo turn of mind and that the
limit Is just this side of tampering
with the present pours for work. Un-
der the present system clerks are
through with work at 4:30 o'clock.
Now some' one suggests another hour
In the afternoon for the clerks, releas-
ing them Just too late to join In the
clothes parade on the avenue, or to do
Anything except go home.
Some measures of economy are to be
applauded and some are to be .met
with disapproving silence. The extra
hour of work belongs to the latter
class, In the opinion of department
clerks. In return for the extra hour
It is proposed to give the clerks every
Saturday afternoon, but as most of
them take that anyway, the proposition
does not sound alluring.
,
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
The host and hoateea then showed
us all over the house. It la a turf struc-
ture and la typical of the older farm
houses, with narrow, dark, window-les- s
corridors, In labyrlnthlan masa
from room to room. One passageway
leads to a large open mound where a
Are la made to smoke meat and fish,
and incidentally the whole house and
everything In It Another passage
leads to another kitchen with a mod-
ern stove. The walls are all of turf,
as Is the roof, with Just enough drift-
wood in the roof to make a framework
to hold It In place. Very steep stairs
lead up to the badstofa, or sleeping
apartment The badstofa frequently
forma the sitting and common work
room of the family, especially in win-
ter, as well aa the sleeping room of
the entire household.
Bunks built into the wall extend
around the room and are often filled
with seaweed or feathers,, over which
la thrown a fold or two or wadmal and
a thlok coverlet of eiderdown. The
floors are sometimes covered with
boards, but more often consist of
damp earth. From the celling are sus
pended numerous articles of domestic
economy, while large chesU containing
clothing and valuables are scattered
throughout the house. Springfield Re-
publican.
MILLINERY IN COURT ROOM
Modern Hats Conoeal the Eyee of
Women Wltnsssts, so They Muet
Be Taken Off.
When designing styles In hats pos
sibly milliners do not consider that
small minority of womankind that is
likely to appear in a law court. Judges,
lawyers and women witnesses would
appreciate It if they did.
"When a woman under suspicion
takes the oath it Is desirable to look
her in the eye," said a lawyer, "but
how can anybody look Into the eye of
a woman who has on a stylish hat?
The court Is In luck If he can see her
mouth and the top end of her nose.
Also It offends the dignity of the court
for a woman to remove her hat; con-
sequently they flounder between the
horns of a very serious dilemma. Am
order to tilt her hat back is also the
precursor of difficulties, because the
hat Is clamped down with so many
pins that It won't tilt
"Still the eyes of a woman before
the bar of justice must be looked at
and under repeated exhortations she
reluctantly removes the pins and
shoves her hat back. But that panto-
mime results In waste of time and
loss of temper all around.' In order
to obviate these evils It seems to me
that milliners would better busy them
selves designing a tlpable hat for
court-roo- wear.
Character of the Finger Nails.
It Is said that there la as much char
acter to be observed from a person's
finger nails as from the owner's face.
The following indications are stated
as being fairly correct:
Those possessing long nails are
good-nature- d and but
placing very little confidence In oth
ers. Broad nails are supposed to be
long to those of a gentle, bashful dis-
position. Little round nails are the
sign of a person who Is seldom pleas
ed, readily inclined to anger, spiteful,
revengeful. Anyone with fleshy nails
Is said to be calm and ease-lovin-
fond of eating and sleeping, and who
would prefer a small Income without
Industry to much wealth to be ac-
quired by activity and diligence. Pala
to lead-colore- d nails belong to the
melanchly person, but who would do
well in all branches of science or
philosophy. The long, well-shape- d fil
bert nail Indicates a refined and artis-
tic nature, fondness for society and a
great love of the beautiful.
Old Custom Survives.
Uckfleld has just held Its annual pea
upper, a function whloh owes its
origin to a practical joke. Fifteen
years ago a plot of land belonging to
a resident became, on account of Its
neglected state, such an eyesore to
his fellow-townsme- n that they took
the matter Into their own hands and
dug It up. The owner resolved to
profit by their labor and plant the
field, but on his next visit to the spot
ha found to his annoyance, that it had
already been sown with peas.
Soon, however, anger gave place to
amusement and he laughingly told the
perpetrators of the joke that they
would have to eat the peas, says Lon
don Titbits. This In due course they
did, and from that day the celebration
has grown yearly In popularity. Over
SO sat down a week back to a capital
repast of peas, bacon and other excel
lent fare.
Fletcher'e Folly.
The lata Levi Fletcher of Hollla
left behind an automobile of his own
manufacture that was known through
out the countryside as "Fletcher's
folly." Ha was perhaps the first man
In New England to start to perfect
and build a power vehlole. The build
er was handicapped by lack of means
and tools, and as ordinary tlraa war
Bsed on tie machine It was impossi
ble to move It up the hills. Kennebec- -
Journal.
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Optic' Number, Main 2.
ATE8 FR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion
Ettlmatc tlx ordinary wordato a Una.
N ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
be bsoked at space actually set, with
aut regard to number of worde. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.
Male and Female
Help Wanted
LIVE MAN or woman wanted for
work at homo paying $2.00 to $3.00
per day, with opportunity to ad-
vance. Spare time can be used.
Work not difficult and requires no
experience. Universal Houae, 352
Wabash avenue, Chicago.
WANTED Competen" woman for
general housework. Apply 1117
Eighth street, before noon.
Wanted
WANTED Four young horses. N. C.
Kier, Casa Grande, N. M., will be
at the Central Hotel, February 10.
WANTED Every lady and gentle-
man in Las Vegas to try box ball.
For Sale
bGGS FOR HATCHING S. C. Butt
Orpington and S. C. Brown Leghorn.
15 for $1.50. Remember I guaran
tee 75 per cent fertile. T. C. Lipsett,
'1026 Fifth street
FOR SALE House and lot, reason-
able terms, also household furni-
ture, horse and buggy. 1102 Lin-
coln.
FOR SALE Single comb Rhode Is-
land Red egga $2.00 and $1.00 set-
ting of la. Phone Main 323. E. S.
Lewis.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de-
scriptions. Notary Beala and rec-
ords at The Optlo office.
For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 721 Fourth St.
FOR RENT Nice front room, modern
house. 1031 Eighth street.
FOR RENT Furnished front room,
heat, bath, table board if desired.
1033 Fifth street
FOR RENT The box baU alley for
bowling parties.
Lost
LOST Check and bank book issued
to S. I. Tiffany on San Miguel Na
tional Bank. Lost between power
house and Prince street. Finder
please return to Las Vegas Light
and Power Oo. office and receive
reward.
LOST Near the Sanatorium, on the
Mora road, pair of rimless eye-
glasses. Finder notify Santa Fe
hospital and receive reward.
No matter what
you want it will
Saw yon
eime
and tnonep
If - you will use
THE OPTIC'S WANTS
As red currants are more expensive
than red raspberries, by cooking one
quart of currants and two quarts of
red raspberries together the juice
makes delicious jell, having a delight-
ful currant flavor, and Is of a beautiful
rich red color.
After canning peaches a delicious
peach marmalade can be made by
cooking the peeling and seeds to-
gether, then rubbing them through the
sieve. The seeds add an excellent fla-
vor. Add sugar to taste and cook to
desired thickness. As there is no
waste peaches for canning, even at
high prices, are within the reach of
most everyone.
An excellent currant sauce for cold
meats can be made by cooking equal
parts of red currants and raisins to-
gether. Add sugar and spices to
taste.
Birthday Cake.
One-hal-f pound butter, one-hal- f
pound dates, one-hal- f pound brown
sugar, one-hal- f pound citron, sliced,
one-hal- f pound flour, two pounds rais-
ins, sliced, yolks five eggs, one pound
currants, one tablespoon brandy, one
tablespoon each cinnamon, allspice
and cloves, one teaspoon mace, one
tablespoon vanilla, one teaspoon of
lemon, one teaspoon almond, cream,
butter and sugar, add egg one at a
time, then one-hal- f the flour. Then
add spices and one-hal- f teaspoon soda,
dissolved in a little water. Mix the
remainder of the flour with the pre-
pared fruit and mix in with the hands.
Bake two and one-hal- f hours in a
steady oven in which there is a jar
of water.
Fish and Lemon Juice.
Take a three-poun- d fish. Clean, cut
and sprinkle with salt Leave for
three hours; cut fine' one good, medium--
sized onion, let simmer in a table-
spoonful of butter, add one pint of
boiling water, pinch of ginger, pepper,
mustard; put in the flsh; boll slow
20 minutes. Sauce Beat well the
yolks of six eggs, Juice of three lem-
ons; add the hot gravy from flsh to
yolks and lemons, stirring well, so
eggs will not curdle; then put back
on stove, let come to a boil and place
flsh in a dish pour sauce over, put
away to cool; garnish with lettuce
leaves, add one tablespoonful of
chopped parsley to sauce.
To Starch Linens.
In starching linens and similar
goods too light for mourning starch
and too dark for the white, put In the
boiling starch a large piece of tissue
paper in shade to match as nearly as
possible the dress material. This will
dissolve, and when the starch is
strained nothing but the dye will re
main, making a starch of the exact
color desired.
This is a good hint for the woman
who does much color embroidery of
the stiffly starched variety.
Nut Custard Tarts.
One-quart- of a pound of ground
chestnuts, one-quart- of a pound of
sugar, one-quart- of a pound of but
ter, one pint of milk, three eggs. Beat
the eggs and sugar well together, melt
and add the butter, then the ground
nuts and lastly the milk. Pour into
a double boiler and stir over the fire
until the mixture thickens. Line
some patty pans with rich paste, near
ly fill with the cooked mixture and
bake in a moderate oven.
Spice Cake.
One cup brown sugar, one dessert
spoon butter, two scant cups flour,
cloves, cinnamon, nutmeg (one tea
spoon each), one teaspoon soda In one
oup buttermilk or sour milk. An egg
may be used or not; flavor.
Worn Blankets.
Take each half of the blanket, place
between thin layer of cotton; cover
and knot The blanket keeps the cot
ton In place and prevents lumping:
and you also have two light, warm
comforts. ,
John Rogers,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(Not Coal Land)
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
11, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Cheniah
F. Jester ,of Cherryvale, N. M., who,
on February 19, 1909, made Home-
stead Entry Serial No. 08854, for NW
section 22, Township 17 North,
Range 21 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
commutation proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Robt L M. Ross, U. S. Court Com
missioner, afLas Vegae, N. M on the
8th day of March, 1911.
Claimant names at witnesses:
William Smith, of East Las Vegas,
N. M.; John W. Grimes, of Cherry- -
vale, N. M.; Bartholomew, B. Schwel- -
ger, of Cherryvale, N. M and Herbert
Smith, of Gonzales, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Feb 15 Register.
Backache, Rheumatism, Sleeplessness
Result from disordered kidneys. Fol-
ey Kidney Pills have helped others,
they will help you. Mrs. J. B. Miller,
Syracuse, N. Y, says: "For a long
time I suffered with kidney trouble
and rheumatism. I had severe back-
aches and felt all played out After
taking two bottles of Foley Kidney
Pills my backache Is gone and where
I used to He awake with rheumatic
pains I now sleep in comfort Foley
Kidney Pills did wonderful things for
me." Try them now. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
LOCAL TIME CARD
WE3T BOUND
Arrive
No. 1 1:50 P. M
No. 3 6:J5 A. 11
No. 7 5:15 P. M
No. 9 6:35 P. M
i
Depart
No. 1 2:10 P. M.
No. 3 6:20 A. M.
No. 7 5:40 P. M.
No. 9 7:00 P. M.
EAST BOUND
Arrive
No. 2 9:10 P. M.
No. 4 11:25 P. M.
No. 8 1:15 A. M.
No 10 1:45 P. M.
Depart
No. 2 9:15 P. M.
No. 4 .....11:30 P. It
No. 8 1:2 A. M.
No. 10 2:10 P. M.
Las Vegas
Thursday, sleep at the eighth run.
Visiting brothers always welcome
to the wigwam. E. E. Gehring,
sachem; Waite H. Davis, chief of
records and coKector of wampum.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
evenings each month, at Fraternal
brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothers
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulre,
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 545,
. O. B. B. Meets every first Tues-
day of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
cordially inivted. Isaac AppeL
President; Chas. Greenclay, Sec-
retary.
KNIGhTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Thursday in O. R. C. ha!L Pioneer
building. Visiting members are cor
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K.;
E, P. Mackel. F. S.
1. O. O. F, LAS VEGA3 LODGE NO. 1
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit-
ing Brethren cordially invited to at
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secre-
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOO
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meets the second and fourth Tues-
days of each month In the W. O. W.
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher" Clay
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,Clerk. Visiting neighbors are cor-
dially Invited. -
DENTISTS."
F. R. LORD
DENTIST
Office Pioneer Bulldlna
Rooms S and 4
Office Phone Main 57
Residence Phone 41tf
OR. E. L. HAMMON-D-
DENTIST
Suits 4, Crockett Building. Has
omcs and residence. .
ATTORNEYS
Q-
- a HnBk- - "Chester
. Husks?
nwniFVtK & HUNKER
Attorneys at i
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M
Regular communi-
cation first and
third Thursday In
each month. Visit-
ing brothers cor
dially Invited. William H. Stapp, W.
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
v KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR"
Regular concliT second
jmJ Tuesday in each month at
Masonic Timple at 7:30 p. ui. C. D.
Ecuoher, 8. C; Charles Tamme,
Kecorder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
tion first Monday In each
month at Maaonlc Temple,
at 7:30 p. m. J. A. Rut- -
ledge, H. P.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1,
KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS Meets
every Monday even-
ing In Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
cordially invited.
Charles E. Lleb-schnie- r,
Chancellor
Commander; Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meete first
and third Wednesday of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
halL A. B. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting mem-bers cordially Invited.
B. P. o. ELKS Meets second andfourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. c. hall, visitingBrothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Oon- -'
don. Secretary.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO
102 Meets every Monday night attheir hall in the Schmidt building
vest of Fountain Square, a eigh
o'olock. Visiting member are cor
dially welcome. Fred Philips, presl-den- t;Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C
'Bally, Treasurer. '
RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth
erhood hall every second and fourth
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-ELIMINATE IE. A. oMilti-Millionair- es
OF GERMANYMEMBERSH IP
mark ($23,000) a year, while thereThe richest person in Germany is
are 1,248 whose total fortune exFEE ceeds 1,000,000 marks ($238,000.)a woman. Bertha Krupp von Bohlenund Halbach. She is worth 187,000,-00- 0
markB, or $44,500,000, and her an The richest man in Berlin is Ernst
nual Income is $4,046,000.B A II n SN M
n',"-nu',u- !l REFUSE TO EXACT
v These and the figures' that follow
von Mendelssohn-Bartholdy- , whose
fortune was, in 1908, $10,234,000- - He
made the greater part of it by actingare contained in a book by Rr. Martin
Z TRIBUTE FROM TEACHERS
THIS YEAR as banker for the Russian governcouncillor of state, just published In
Berlin under a name that might be ment
translated "Under the Electric
THE
LAS VEGAS OPTIC
IS
A NECESSITY
The greatest wholesale cotton
house in Germany is that of JamesSearchlight." and that contains ap
A move that in expected to result
in a marked diminution next summer
in $2 membership fees In the Nation praisals taken from
official records and Edouard Simon, which does a
for all the greatest fortunes In Ger uusiness 01 more tnan $17,000,000 a
year, while that of Weytheim does amany.
ID YOU EVER stop to think that every family
should have The Optic as pari of its equipThe richest man Germany has ever business of about $16,000,000 every
had was Baron William Rothschild, year. ment.
who died at Frankfort in 1901. His It is not in Berlin, however,Nbut In
estate paid ' an inheritance tax on Silesia that the greatest accumulation
662,000,000 marks, or $63,308,000, of wealth is to be found. The great The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
be posted on what is happening so thafjhe may be ableSilesian landowners live on their esmis, however, wae divided among
al Educational Association collected
each year when convention are held,
was made when the Transcontinental
Passenger association adopted a
round trip convention rate of $62.50
to both San Francisco and Los Angel-
es.
This offer means that a person
wishing to take advantage of the low
rate to the Pacific coast on account
of the convention, which will be held
in San Francisco July can buy
a ticket to L03 Angeles and avoid
the payment of the National Educa-
tional Association fee of $2. Tickets
his children, but it did not go out of
the family, as his sons-in-la- became
tates like kings. They possess vast
forests and mines of coal and iron,
Rothschilds. which they exploit vigorously. Among
these are the Prince Henckel vonHere are the official figures for the
greatest five fortunes In Germany, Donnersmarck, the Duke of Ujest, the
. in
oOPrince of Pless and Count von Tiele--translated from marks to dollars, themarks being taken as worth 23.8 Winckler, whose fortunes have al
cents: , ready been stated. Then there are
to discuss intelligently with his business acquaintances thetimely events of
the day.
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
every member of your family.
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
New Mexico and the world at large.
Bertha Krupp von Bohlen, $44,500,- - the Prince of Hohenlohe-Ingelflnge-
with a fortune of about $10,000,000,will be sold to the latter city either
Count Schaffgoth with $5,000,000, andvia San Francisco or returning
through the latter metropolis. It
'has been the 'rule for some years
Count Ballestrem, with $4,500,000,
The Duke of Ratibor pays taxes on
that any person seeking to obtain ad $6,902,000; the 'Prince of Hatzfeld 1
...
vantage of low rates offered on ac Trachenberg on '$5,236,000; Prince
count of National Educational Asso
000.
Prince Henckel Donnersmarck,
$42,126,000.
The Duke of Ujest, $35,938,000.
Baron von Goldschmldt-Rothschil- d
$25,466,000.
The Prince of Pless, $20,000,000.
And here are the greatest Incomes
in the Kingdom of Prussia for the
year 1908:
Bertha Krupp von Bohlen, $4,040,-00-
Prince Henckel von Donnersmarck,
Lichnowskl and Count Oppersdorff
ciation conventions must obtain mem on about $2,000,000.
bership in that organization by pay The greatest landowners are: The
ing 2. An understanding to this ef Duke of Ujest, who has 105,002fect invariably was arranged with acres; the Prince of Pless, 101,092
acres; the Duke of Ratibor, 83,475the railroads handling the business, Please Fill Out and Forward This Blankand the result, it is said, has been acres; the Prince of Hohenlohe-Inge-l
a revenue for the association amount $2,126,000.
The Duke of Ujest, $1,666,000.ing according to varioua estimates to
Count von Tiele-Winckle- r, $1,628,-
000. Send to my address until I order it discontinued THE
DAILY OPTIC. 15 Cents a WeekBaron von Goldschmldt-Rothschil-
$952,000. BY
Name.Karl Hensdhel, $900,000.
flngen, 63,715; the Prince of Stolberg-Wernigerod-
66,292; Prince Henckel
von Donnersmarck, 54,855.
In this same period of thirteen
years the fortune of Karl Henechel,
the Jgreat manufacturer of locomo-
tives, increased from $5,950,000 to
$10,948,000, and that of Baron von
Stumm of Saarbrueck rose from
to $7,616,000.
Two fortunes made from mining,
one in Rhine provinces, the other in
Westphalia, are those of August
between $20,000 and $35,000 annually.
When the National Educational As-
sociation concluded to hold Its con-
vention this year in San Francisco,
the Southern Pacific and Union Paci-fl- o
and several other roads agreed to
the plan of giving the advantage of
low rates only to members of the as-
sociation. Officials of many other
western railroads have been opposed
Ernat von Mendelssohn-Bartholdy- , Mail or CarrierAddress .$750,000.
The Krupp income fell in 1909 to
$3,332,000 because of the depression
in business, while that of Prince
Henckel von Donnersmarck,. being de
II
o
Ml
oThyssen and Hugo Stinnes. In 1904
Thyssen paid taxes on an income of
$299,860; in 1908 he was worth $10,- -
710,000. In 1904 Stinnes's income was
not more than $100,000; in 1908 he
was worth $7,140,000.
REALTY REPORT For the Special TradeThis book of Councillor Martin's
A Reliable Remedy
FOR
CATARRH
Elf's Cream Balm
i( quickly absorbed.
Giei Relief af Once.
It cleanses, soothes,heals and protects
demonstrates that the great wealth
rived from capital invested in a great-
er variety of industries, remained
approximately the same as it did in
1908.
Bertha Krup's fortune is entirely
invested in the famous steel works
at Essen, which in 1903 had a total
capital of $64,974,000. In 1826 the
concern" had four workmen in 1848
it had 99; in 1880, 13,000, and now
68,191.
Nineteen Berliners have an income
of a million marks or more ($238,000)
and pay an income tax of $9,520 a
year. In all Prussia there are 78
persons with an income of 1,000,000
marks or more.
Fifty-seve- n Berliners have an in-
come of. more than 500,000 marks
($119,000) and 732 more than 100,000
Brandies Whiskeys Wines
of Germany is only about thirty
years old. Fortunes began to grow
rapidly about ten years after ' the
Franco-Prussia- n war. In a 'general
way these were made by landed pro-
prietors, bankers and manufacturers
who foresaw the coming growth of
the diseased mem-
brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
sway a Cold in the Head quickly. Restoresthe Senses of Taste and Smell. lull size60 cts. at Druggists or by mail. LiquidCream Balm for use 3n atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.business, realized its possibilities and
to this scheme and when the subject
was brought before the Transconti-
nental association a stormy debate
ensued. It finally was agreed that
the National Educational Association
compact in regard to San Francisco
should be observed, but that a similar
rate to Los Angeles without any Na-
tional Educational Association at-
tachment also should be- offered.!
Tickets will be sold between June
27 and July 5.
A person who wishes to avoid that
$2 needs only to keep In mind that
he can buy a round trip ticket to Los
Angeles for the same sum he would
have to pay to get to San Francisco
and back. He can go to Los Angeles
via San Francisco or vice versa. In
any event he will not have to Join
the National Educational Association.
Many of the Western roads have been
opposed to the $2 membership plan.
Tickets sold in accordance with the
special' rate to San Francisco and
Los Angeles will be good until Sep-
tember 15.
It also was decided to establish
summer tourist rates to San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles for $72.50 for
the round trip. There will be no re-
ductions from this amount on account
of the conventions of the American
Sunday School Association and the
Eagles in San Francisco and the an-
nual meeting of the American Medic-
al association in Los Angeles.
founded great companies into which
by the promise of big dividends, they
attracted the general public as share
G. H. Mumms A, Co.
Pommery
GreatWeste
Sauternera'
Virginia Dare
Claret
Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner
Imrsteiner
3 Star Hennessy
Brandy -
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy
Apricot Brandy
5 Stars
California Brandy
17 Different Brands
of Bourbon and
Rye, so we have
your brand.
holders.
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.
Denton, Jan. 27, 1911, lots 18 and 19
in blk 1, Town of Las Vegas. Consid-
eration $10.
Albert Benton to Nellie Roseberry
Jan. 28, 1911, lots 18 and 19 blk. 1,
Town of La3 Vegas. Consideration
$10.
Guadalupe Ribera de Renden to
Bernardo Baca, Jan. 30, 1911, land in
twp. 16, R. 19. Consideration $1.
Pablo A. Fresquez et ux to E. C. de
Baca et al, Dec. 22, 1910 160 acres in
twp 15 R. 2. Consideration $1.
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
Mme. Nazlmova Is to make a tour
through Texas.
C. T. FARLEY, Prop.
Manuel Florez y Esquibel et al to
-
wwranty Deeds '
Chas. Trambley to I. Bacharach and
E. E. Johnson, Jan. 5, 1911, land in
precinct 30. Consideration $30.
Luisa Martinez de Garcia et als, to
I. Bacharach, land in precinct 38, Con-
sideration $1.
Benito A. Nelson et ux to Bachar-
ach Bros. Jan. 5, 1911, land in pre-
cinct, 38. Consideration $28.- -
Francisco Torres et ux to I. Bach-
arach, Nov. 26, 1910, land in precinct
38. Cansideration $30.
Sape Martinez et als, to I. Bachar-
ach Dec. 22, 1910, land in precinct
38, Consideration $1.
Juan J. Gallegos et ux, to E. E.
Johnson and Isaac Bacharach,
Jan. 5, 1911, land In precinct 38. Con-
sideration $75.
Lupe Martinez et ux to I. Bachar-
ach Dec. 22, 1910, land in precinct 38.
Cenovio Lucero, to I. Bacharach,
Jan. 20, 1911, land in precinct 38. Con-
sideration $185.
M. Florea y Esquibel to I. Bachar-
ach, Dec. 21, 1910, land in precinct 38.
Consideration $10.
Fred W. Browne et us to t. A. Al-
len, April 15, 1910, 160 acres in San
Miguel county. Cons' deration $1.
Fred W Browne et ux to I. A. Allen,
Oct. 6, 1910, land in San Miguel coun-
ty. Consideration $1.
George Hubbel to Paul McCormick,
Jan. 8, 1906, land in sec. 17, and U,
14, 20.
U. S. to heirs of N. Gentry, Sept.
24, 1908.
W B. Martin jr. to George. Edilman
Nov. 7, 1910, 960 acres In twp. 16, R.
20.
W. B. Martin, jr., to Geo. Edelman,
Nov. 23, 1910, 960 acres !n San Miguel
county. Consideration $1.
Martha S. Wasson to Joe Gentry,
Nov. 1910, land in twp 18, R. 21.
N. 'b. Roseberry et ux io Albert
THE STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS
E. Rosenwald and Son, Jan. 6, 1911,
160 acres in San Miguel county. Con-
sideration $1.
Quit Claim Deeds
T. Gentry et ux to Joe Gentry, Aug.
1910, land in twp. 18, R. 21. Consid-
eration $1.
Patent
U. S. A. to Benito A. Encianis. Jan.
21, 1909, 160 acres in twp. 12 R. 25.
pected thai the play will be produced
in the fall.
Margaret Mayo and her husband,
Edgar Selwyn, are to go to London to
supervise the production in the En-
glish capital of the former's play,
"Baby Mine."
There is a persistent report that
George C. Tyler, who la the moving
spirit of the Liebler Co., is to be
placed in executive charge of the
New Theatre, New York.
Stuart Robson, ''jr., will have a
prominent part in the cast of "Mag'
gie Pepper," when Miss Rose Stahl
goes on a tour with the new play from
the pen of Charles Klein.
It is said that the New Theatre
will soon confer another gold medal,
the prospective recipient being Miss
Ada Rehan. Thus far only Dr. Fur-nes-s
and Miss Terry have been so
honored.
Mme. Fritzi Scheft has begun re-
hearsals of "Rossita," a new operet-
ta for which Victor Herbert has writ-
ten the music and Miss Katherine
Stewart and Joseph Herbert the lib-
retto. The scenes are laid in Paris.
In the spring Mr. Faversham will
appear in London, where he began
his career years ago, but where ,he
has not acted since he was a lad. He
will appear there in "The Faun," in
which he is now playing in New York.
and Paint Specialties
AVIATION AT EL PASO
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 9. El Paso's
first aviation meet opened today and
is scheduled to continue for four days.
Among the well known aviators tak-
ing part are C K. Hamilton, Rene
Simon, Joseph M. Seymour, Roland
Garros, Rene Barrier and John J.
Frisbie.
New Mexico Territory Furnished Writeifor Catalogue andby the W. H. ROGERS CO. .p
of Houston, Texas. . nces- -
Sedentary habits, lack of outdoor
exercise, insufficient mastication of
food, constipation, a torpid liver, wor-
ry and anxiety, are the most common
causes of stomach troubles. Correct
your habits and take Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets and you
will soon be well again. For sale by
all druggists.
Paris has a musical version of "Don
Quixote," with music by Massenet.
William Collier will remain in New
York for the remainder of the season.
Dave Lewis, the German comedian,
is playing in a piece called "Don't
Lie to Your Wife."
One of the new plays to be pro-
duced in New York is "Shadows," by
Arthur J. Eddy, author of "The Great
John Ganton."
J. M. Barrie has written a new play
for Maude Adams, called "Youth," in
which she will, probably appear in
London.
Edward Sheldon's play, "The Boss,"
with Holbrook Blinn in the stellar
role, was produced in Detroit for the
the first time.
Montrose J. Moses, a young his-
torian of the American stage, who
has done useful work, was recently
married to Miss Lucille Hearn, an
actress.
Frank Mclntyre, the genial hero of
"The Traveling Salesman," is to ap-
pear later in the season in "The
Snobs,", by George Bronaon Howard.
Julius Steger will shortly leave
vaudeville and begin rehearsals in a
new work in which he will soon star
under the management of Klaw
Erl anger.
Mrs. Pauline Duffield, who plays
Mrs. Graham in "The Commuters,"
was a member of the cast in the ori-
ginal production of "Michael Strog-off.- "
Wilson Mizner, one of the authors
SUMY 1 ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
How to cure a cold is a question in
which many are interested just now.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
won its great reputation and immense
sale by its remarkable cure of colds.
It can always be depended upon. For
sale by all druggists.
HILDBEN
The highest type of happiness la
reached by having children in the
home; but the coming of the little
ones is often attended with appre-
hension and dread. Mother's Friend
if used by the expectant mother in
preparation of the ordeal, carries
her through the crisis with safety.
JSfHOME
REQUISITION HONORED
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 9. Acting
Governor Nathan Jaffa honored the
requisition of the governor of Texas
for Marvin Williams, who is wanted
in the Lone Star state on the charge
of burglary by indictment. Williams
is said to have broken into a freight
car on April 25, 1908. He was recent-
ly arrested in New Mexico and is
now in jail at Clayton, Union coun-
ty. '
Rosin soap hurts your
clothes, and all yellow soaps
contain from 20 to 40 rosin
Sunny Monday is white, will
double the life of your clothes
and contains not an ounce of
rosin.
Which would you prefer to use
clothes a contain-
ing
on your soap
one-thir- d rosin (a cheapening
ingredient), 6r Sunny Monday, in
which the cheap ros.n element is
replaced with expensive fats and
vegetable oils which do the real
Classified ads. search out thelpeople to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moit.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some-
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) boots, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of 'things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets! '
all necessary physical changes of the sys-
tem,
This great remedy assists nature in
affords bodily comfort during the period of waiting, and preserves the
and soothing qualities ofsymmetry of form after baby comes. The penetrating
Mother's Priend allays nausea, prevents caking of the breasts, and in every
of "The Deep Purple," will write a play Mother'sentitled "Gordon Laycock, Killelr,"In which Emmett Corrigan will star.
way contributes to strong, healthy
motherhood. Mother's Priend is
sold at drug stores. Write for our
free book containing valuable infor-
mation for expectant mothers.
BEADrnXD EEGULATOR CO,
Atlanta, Ga.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATTVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If it
tails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S slgna-tur- e
is on each box. 25c
Preston Gibson has been at work
for a vear on a new drama founded Friend IaTHE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY on the 1Ife of Lola Montes. It is ex- -CHICAGO A .
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IT WINCHESTER RIFLES AND SHOT GUNSLOCAL NEWS HAWES13IHPICKtED LAMB TONGUES Whyrnot play Box Ball?
Now a good electric treatment
at Nolette's Barber Shop.
We are prepared to sell yon any Winchester rifle ,
as cheap as any catalogue house or dealer anywhere
in the U. S. If you are contemplating getting either
at any time, get our price. We are always glad to
give you the price, whether you want to buy or merely
get posted. Full stock of WINCHESTER SHELLS.
Phono Main 379.
READY TO SERVE
Automobile, carriage and sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.
V'-- ; WFOUR FOR 25 CENTS Try the White Kitchen. Best meals
OUR NEW
Styles
nobby
in Hawes and Stetson
Hats have arrived
and are now open for
LUDWIG WIT. ILFELDprepared under cleanest conditions,
with quick and efficient service. Twenty-f-
ive cents.
AT The city health department was no
Judge John R. McFle has committed GRAND AND PETIT
JURY VENIRES
Jesse P. Walling of Farmlngton, San
Juan county, to the territorial hos-
pital for the insane. your inspection.THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
tified this morning through a reliable
source that a pupil from a convent on
the West side had returned home to
Antonchico about ten days and had
developed since leaving the school a
case of smallpox. This Indicates that
many of the other pupils doubtless
have been exposed to the disease.
The health department urges upon
everybody the necessity for being vac
United States Attorney D. J. Leahy,
Who had been confined tr hlu hnma DRAWNseveral days iy sickness, j was ablePhone Main 193 or Main 194'
ALL THE NEW SHAPES AND
COLORS ON DISPLAYto be at his office today.
The Knights of Columbus will hold JUDGE ROBERTS AND DISTRICT
COURT CLERK JOERNS COM-
PLETED TASK TODAY
initiation in the first degree, at the
cinated as this is one of the most cer-
tain safeguards against the disease.
Several caseB of smallpox are report-
ed in adjacent counties and surround
O. R. C, hall tonight at 7:30. All
members are requested to be present.
ing the city. The health department
is taking every possible precaution toWe are closing out silk dress trim
ming at coat, up to date in every re
Buy Early, Get the New Ones
GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"
prevent an outbreak of the disease
here.speck Ladles interested will save
money by buying now. ROMERO
Venires for grand and petit jurors
for the March term of the district
court for Union county which will
begin Monday, March 7, were drawn
this morning by Judge Clarence J.
Roberts and John Joerns, clerk of the
court for the Fourth judicial district.
The names drawn for the grand Jury
are as follows:
Timothy HayWhite Cleaned
Oats..
Bran, Corn, Corn Chops
AND
MERCANTILE CO. A series of talks on practical sub
jects before the students of the High
There will be services held at Tem school is being arranged for by Super
ple Montefiore, Douglas avenue and intendent of Schools Rufus Meade.
Ninth street, Friday night at 8 o'clock.
Felez Gonzales, Nerlo Gomez, Roband preceding Sabbath school, Satur
Prominent business and professional
men will make the addresses, which
will cover the subjects of health, careday morning at 10 o'clock. All are ert Powell, Y. J. Crumley, Fred Wol-for-Victor Grise, Carlos Cornay,
Jose de la Luz Esplnosa, Tomas Es- -
cordially Invited to attend. of the teeth certain phases of law
and practical business. The talks will
be given at intervals of from two to
three weeks. R. R. Larkin opened the
Anybody can play box ball. plnosa, Elbert Davis, A. M. Sears, J.
D. Maestas, Nicolas Ortiz, W. S.
We have secured the exclusive
agency on
THE FAMOUS
One Minute
Washer
Kerr, Juan A. Lopez, Trinidad Arseries today with a short lecture toDon't forget the basketball games
tomorrow evening. High school glrla mijo, L. E. Gallegos, P. O. Bowen,,the students. By this system the
against the Normal damsels. Normal Will Pennock, H. E. Mock, and Anas
taclo Tafoya; talesmen Genaro Viboys against the New Mexico Univer
high school students will have an op-
portunity to learn many useful things
not taught in the school courses from gil, L. G. Wilson, Elmer E. Loveless,sity of Albuquerque. Much fun, nluch
good basketball, little price. Let us show you how WASH Ithe lips of men of experience and
ability.
John Dohorty, Bruce Sayre and N. L.
Shelton.
The petit Jury llBt is as follows:
DAY CAN BE MADE A
PLEASURE
ITS A WONDER
Andres Trujillo, Gregorio Garcia,A special train made up of equip Jesse Tanner, Jacobo P. Martinez,
Chas. O'Malley is a sewer booster
right. He has already dug a trench
from his residence on Main avenue to
the alley and is having six-inc- h tile
laid, preparatory to connecting up
Jose Isa Maestas, W. W. Giles, BenitoLasVegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 131 .
Gallegos, Antonio Maynes, Emil Gilg,
ment of the California limited passed
through here this morning on the way
from Los Angeles to Chicago. TJie
train was being deadheaded and many
travelers cast wistful glances at the
H. Gallegos, Herbert Davis, Jasperwith the proposed sewer system. J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
623 Douglas Avenue.- -
Southern, Gregorio Leyba, Juan J,
Chaves, Robert Bangerter, FrankHave you tried Box Ball bowling? luxuriously equipped coaches. The
traffio to California at this season is Murphy, O. J. Crowley, Charlie
Pat- -
much heavier than the travel east torn, Carl Erickson, Felix Garcia,Charles Cooken, Jno. Seydel, Jesseward. For this reason' the limlted's
Miss Martha B. Smith, head of the
department of shorthand and type-
writing of the Normal University, is
ill and unable to meet her classes. equipment
piles up In Los Angeles.E 8 T A B L I S II E D ...1 8 7tO Sharp, Juan B. Martinez,
W. H. Bow
ersock; talesmen Severo Romero,
Deslderlo Lujan, R. Greenwald, San TME fOH. W. Cantrill, formerly Postal WEMLDuring her absence Will Fugate ishandling the office work for President tos Garcia, Ben Lujan, Ajidresmanager in Las Vegas, but who re Trujillo.Frank H. H. Roberts.The cently removed to Alabama, is nowlocated at Vaughn, N. M., where he
is employed as a railroad telegraph
operator. The climate of the Gulf
Major Ludwig William Ilfeld has re 2 HOUSESFOR SALE WHY?SANITARYDAIRYceived from Game and Fish Warden
Thomas P. Gable his commission asFirst National QkM country did not agree with Mr. Can-
deputy warden. The major has pur Because of the Following Correct Conditionstrill, forcing his return to New Mex One on Hot Springs boulevard; pret-ty brick with bath and toilet,
entrance hall, lawn, cement walks,ico.
chased a warden's star as big as a pie
pan and oiled up his artillery. HeOF stone coping all in per feet condition,
says he will have "the law" on all The boys of the East Las Vegas fire One on Lincoln avenue, south and
violators of the game laws. department are getting up courage to
ask the council to purchase a new
Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street
team for them. A prominent Las VeDoctors recommend bowling as a
harmless, healthful exercise.
east front; neat frame cottage on 50
feet corner lot with fine large shade
trees, lawn and roses; has 7 rooms,
bath, toilet, hot water heat; complete
outbuildings, barn with electric light.
Can be had with furniture or without.
Both these are special bargains. Get
gas horse dealer is planning to import
some good horses and has told the
firemen he will get them a dandy teamThe United States attorney's office
If an order is placed soon.in this city today received advices
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier that nine alleged lnsurrectos were price and terms at office of Harris
Real Estate Co.
1. Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
2. Steam Sterilizing Ovens for bottles and all utensils.
3. Air-tig- easily .removed bottle caps.
The above conditions at least seem to have been entirely over-
looked by all other milk producers In this vicinity.
4. City water exclusively or stock and cleansing purposes.
6. All cows tested by government offlciaL
6. Up to date cooling and aerating system.
7. Strictest rules of cleanliness observed throughout.
We wish to emphasize the first three conditions enumerated
above, because of the importance attached to them by the city
health boards throughout the ountry. These health boards realize
the the dangerous power of milk (especially warm milk) to absorb
and multiply alarmingly, the d seaee bacteria which may exist in the
nilk vessels or in the air of the dwelling or wooden floored barn or
in any room connecting with either.
Sixty feet of sunligbJt; "the best germicide known, separate the
milk room from all othebuildings, at the IDEAL SANITARY DAIRY,
successors to the Mo'yV, " Geyer and Corbet dairies.
W so'icit your patronage and guarantee prompt eervice and
dairy products at jeast equal n quality to those of any-othe- r
taken into custody at Las Cruces yes- Alderman B. F. Forsythe has let
the contract for the erection of aterday. The men are charged with
substantial brick dwelling house on Remember the Name
A General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
violating the neutrality laws. They
will be given a prompt preliminary his ranch north of Las Vegas. E.
Barber will build the structure.
Foley's Honey and Tar for all coughs
and , colds, for croup, bronchitis,hearing. Such an offense as they are
charged with is a serious one and
may be punished by a penitentiary E. Barber, who has the contract for
erecting the markers for the old Santasentence.
Fe trail, says he will begin the work
Hoarseness ana ror racning la grippe
coughs. No opiates. Refuse substi-tuee- .
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co. v
To horse raisers, I want you to see
Stallion "Iowa Bob" on Henrietta
ranch 4 2 miles east of Las Vegas.
W. F. Calhoun, owner and keeper.
in about two weeks if the weather is
sufficiently warm.Best draught beer In the city, atthe Lobby, of course.
A Little Breath of Spring
in Your Home for 20 Cents
Buy one of our beautiful pots of Hyacinths.
My! they smell good XXX
r Tm A. AKERS, Manager.For Your Breakfast
Tomorrow Morning Try Our Flat
x Work Service SPECIAL SALEBuckwheat
ON-
-Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main 4G2, Ranch Phone 276.
TOILET SOAPS
Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Medn 227.
Our fancy 25c box
soap in North Win-
dow, nowST OF
Cakes
Home Grown and
Home Ground Flour
5 lbs. for . ...25c
10 lbs. for 50c
20 lbs. for . ..$1.00
For Your Dinner To-Morro- w
SealshiptOysters
The Best On Earth
FOR THE
Beef
Mutton
Porl
i i Veal
And see for yourself what a
wonderful convenience it is.
Send us your sheets, pillow
slips, table cloths, napkins,
towels, handkerchiefs, etc.
These w will wash and iron,
and return to you all ready for
use. They will he washed clean-
er and ironed much better than
if done at home or by a washer-
woman. Besides think of the
work and bother we save you.
Our prices are reasonable so
it will cost you but very little
each week.
Try the service next week.
1 5c bx
Chicken
Sausages SCREENED cSik LUMP aAll Kinds
Fish
Pickles, Etc
Also one lot of "odds
and ends' ' in Basket
3 BARS FOR 10 CENTS
While they last
AT"
BOUCHER'S
THE COFFEE MAN
Anthracite Coal, all sizes. Steam Coal. ' -
,r)Sawed Wood and Kindling.
O. CONDON
Foot of Main St. Phone Main 21
GO TO THE
STEARNS, Las Vegas Steam LaundryGraaf & Hayward Co. Store
WE ALWAYS HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE Phone Main 81. Winners Qptic Classified Ads.PURE THINU8 TO EAT
,1
